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GENERAL EDUCATION AND ENROLLMENT TRENDS AT
PRIVATE BACCALAUREATE COLLEGES
1975 - 2000
ABSTRACT
Between 1975 and 2000, general education at private
baccalaureate colleges changed considerably. Among 60 sample
colleges, five notable trends emerged: an increase in general education
quantity; a decline in student choice of general education courses;
content shifts toward math, history, the arts and interdisciplinary
study; an increasing number of colleges that include study of diverse
perspectives in the general education curriculum; and greater
attention to skills development, including overall academic skills, as well
as written and oral communication.
General education change during the 199 0’s was due largely to
forces external to the colleges including competition, and expectations
of accrediting bodies. Additional reasons for curriculum change
included internal academic interests and concerns, college logistical
considerations, and college mission.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
What is general education? This question, more than any other,
prompted the research that follows. “General education is the breadth
component of the undergraduate curriculum” (Levine, 1978, p. 3). It is
the “cultivation of knowledge, skills and attitudes that all of us use and
live by during most of our lives...” (Association, 1988, p.3). It is “those
courses that the college regards as so important that they are required of
all students, regardless of academic major or intended career” (Gaff,
1991, p.l 3). What general education is, is not clear.
The literature suggests that general education consumes
somewhere between 30% and 40% of the undergraduate curriculum
(Blackburn, Armstrong, Conrad, Didham, and McKune, 1974; Gaff, 1990;
Toombs, Amey and Chen, 1990). The literature also suggests that
general education typically consists of required courses, or of courses
selected by students from among a number of approved courses, or of a
combination of required and selected courses. There have been criticisms
and there have been reforms. Colleges and universities change their
general education curriculum for a number of varied reasons (Arnold and
Civian, 1997). Still, what general education is, is not clear.

2
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The literature tells us that curriculum change is typically
incremental (Carnegie, 1978) and most often occurs in response to
environmental forces (Toombs and Tierney, 19 9 1 ). Some such
environmental forces in recent years have included changing student
demographics, (Gerald and Hussar, 1997 ; Humphreys, 1997), declining
state funding (Callen, 1993), technological advances, vocationalism
(Gordon, 1993), and increasing consumerism (Levine and Cureton,
1998), resulting in a highly competitive market for higher education
(Kanter, Gamson and London, 1997).
Of all the colleges and universities in the United States, private
undergraduate colleges have been most vulnerable to the effects of
competition (Breneman, 1994). In a competitive market, product
differentiation is one means of attracting more consumers (Gibbs and
Knapp, 2002), and it has been observed that general education is
sometimes used to create distinctive academic programs (Arnold and
Civian.l 997).
The Problem
General education is broadly defined in the literature. Its
characteristics and varying purposes are discussed, and its failures to
meet any number of assorted goals are documented. In spite of the
conversation swirling around the idea of general education, there is a lack
of clarity when it comes to understanding what general education is, in
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practice. It is uncertain as to whether those few general education trends
that have been documented across the higher education spectrum hold
true in a given segment of higher education, specifically the private
baccalaureate college. The literature identifies types of curriculum
change, and addresses reasons for such change. While it might be
assumed that colleges adapt the general education portion of the
curriculum in the same ways and for the same reasons as they adapt the
curriculum overall, the literature is not clear about this. Why colleges
revise and modify general education is not certain. Finally, it is unclear
what, if any, role general education plays in enrollment. This is particularly
pertinent in private undergraduate colleges, as this type of college has
faced a number of challenges in recent years (Breneman, 1994).
The Purpose
Given the lack of clarity regarding general education, particularly
general education at private four-year colleges, this research begins to
address the question “what is general education at private baccalaureate
colleges?” It attempts to identify ways in which colleges have changed
their general education curriculum over time, particularly in light o f
environmental changes. Because general education criticisms and reforms
began in the mid 1970s and continued until the end of the century, the
question of general education change was limited to changes occurring
between 1975 and 2000. This research also begins to explore whether
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or not private baccalaureate colleges use general education as a tool to
attract students, and whether or not these colleges perceive a
relationship between their general education curriculum and enrollment.
This study focuses on private baccalaureate colleges, also referred
to as liberal arts colleges, because this type of institution has tended to
emphasize a broad liberal education across its curriculum. Liberal arts
colleges have traditionally stressed general education, and have been
leaders in curricular experimentation. Because of their vulnerability to
competition, it is reasonable to postulate that private baccalaureate
colleges, in particular, may have attempted to differentiate themselves
with a unique general education curriculum, in order to attract students.
The Research Questions
The research questions specifically addressed in this study are:
1) In the years 1975, 1988 and 2000, how much general education
was required at private undergraduate colleges, in terms of credit hours
and as a proportion of graduation requirements.
2) In the years 1 9 7 5 ,1 9 8 8 and 2000, what were the content and
structure (i.e. degree of student choice and timing) o f general education
at these institutions?
3) What elements of general education are consistent across
private undergraduate colleges, and how are general education programs
unique or distinctive from one another?
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4) What factors play a role in decisions to revise general education
at private undergraduate colleges, and do competition and changing
environmental conditions contribute to general education change?
5) Is there a perceived relationship between distinctive or unique
general education programs at private undergraduate colleges and
enrollment at those colleges?
College catalogs were used as the primary source to address the
first two questions. Selected administrators and faculty were interviewed
over the telephone to gather information regarding reasons for general
education change and to address questions of the relationship between
enrollment and general education.
The results of this study may be of value to those engaged in
curriculum design and planning, and also to those involved with enrollment
management at private colleges. The findings of this research may also
join the conversation regarding the role of general education in American
higher education.
Limitations
College catalogs provide only brief descriptions of general
education requirements. This study was limited, therefore, by the use of
catalogs as the primary information source. A more comprehensive study
of general education courses and syllabi might provide a fuller
understanding and description of general education. The study was also
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limited by the availability of prior year catalogs. Institutions were
eliminated from the study if either their 1975 or 1988 catalogs were
unavailable. Further, the study was subject to researcher bias, particularly
with respect to the interviews and ensuing analysis. While researcher bias
is an expected and accepted element of some types of research, such
bias may also limit reliability. Faculty and staff perceptions of the reasons
for general education revision, and the relationship between general
education and enrollment are discussed and analyzed. However, in a study
of this sort, it is not possible to definitively establish specific cause and
effect. Finally, while telephone interviews are an acceptable methodology,
use of the telephone limits the ability to note or follow up on nonverbal
responses of the participant, which may provide cues for additional follow
up questions.
Ethical Considerations
Approval of the Human Subjects Review Committee of the College
of William and Mary was sought and granted prior to the collection of any
data. The purpose of the research was fully disclosed to persons selected
for interviewing, and to the small number who asked for additional
information regarding the request for prior year catalogs.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
As American higher education has evolved to reflect changes in
American society, so has its curriculum. So closely interwoven are
American society and the college curriculum that a time line of the
curriculum also serves as “an index ... to the nation’s social and
intellectual history” (Carnochan, 1993, p. 114). Slowly, the classical
college curriculum of Colonial times gave way to a curriculum of science
and modern languages. By the end of the 19th century, colleges and
universities had become centers of practical learning as higher education
adapted to “fit into the world of new technology” (Rudolph, 1977, p.
102). Curriculum does not always change in an even progression. When
society experiences rapid social and technological changes, as in the
latter years of the 20th century, the pace of curriculum change may
accelerate and change may become more dramatic. In times of rapid
social transformation, a given curriculum may become outdated within
only a decade or two (Toombs and Tierney, 1991).
Curriculum change begins with an institution’s recognition of need
for adaptation, and is often influenced by an institution’s environment.
(Toombs and Tierney, 1991). Throughout the history of higher education,

8
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the most significant curricular changes have nearly always been
precipitated by environmental circumstances beyond the institution’s
control (Kerr, 1995).
Historically, colleges and universities have approached curricular
change in five ways (Levine, 1976, as cited in Carnegie, 1978). Most
frequent, most effective, and easiest to implement is incremental change.
(Carnegie, 1978). Incremental change is change a little bit at a time.
This type of change may incorporate new knowledge and methods. It
results in curriculum modification, and commonly is accomplished through
the redesign of individual courses or the addition of new courses,
disciplines (e.g. subject areas like biology, mathematics, political science,
etc.) or divisions (i.e. collections of disciplines, typically labeled as natural
sciences, social sciences, and humanities)(Toombs and Tierney, 1991).
Colleges may introduce curriculum change that is broader than
incremental change, but that is still limited to designated portions of the
curriculum. Some colleges have created innovative enclaves, or specific
places (e.g. locations at an off-campus site, portions of the calendar,
times of day) in which to introduce a new curriculum. Others have
adopted change on the periphery, in affiliated settings or programs
(Carnegie, 1978). Examples might include an adult degree completion
program conducted at a local high school or business, or a new program
offered jointly by the college and a technology research group whose
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employees are also faculty of record at the college. Such curriculum
change may result in integration, which seeks to make connections across
components of the curriculum, or between the academic and the
practical. Integration most often is confined to specific programs or
portions of the curriculum. Interdisciplinary or upper level capstone
courses are examples (Toombs and Tiemey, 1991). Institutions may
reach beyond this sort of isolated curriculum change and introduce
holistic change, “characterized by a unifying and coherent philosophy of
education” (Carnegie, 1978 p.256). Of the five historical types of
change, the most efficient, but least common and most difficult to adopt
is holistic change. This type of change may reach toward transformation,
which encompasses a far broader change in the curriculum than either
modification or integration (Toombs and Tiemey, 1991). Institutions
embark on transformational change when there are questions or issues
that cannot be addressed by a single discipline or program, when the
number of those concerned reaches beyond a division or institution, and
when the questions being addressed are laced with value judgments and
political overtones. Although some have initiated such change, Toombs
and Tierney (1 9 9 1 ) note that few institutions have fully accomplished a
curriculum transformation.
Far less frequently, curriculum change may also be implemented
through the establishment of new types of colleges, with novel missions
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and novel curricula to match. (Carnegie, 1978). It is difficult, however, to
identify recent examples of this type of curriculum change.
Undergraduate Curriculum
Following several influential publications in the late 1970s, the
undergraduate college curriculum became the center of widespread
attention and controversy. Arguments centered around content,
coherence, common experience or understanding, and comprehensiveness
(Gaff, 1991). Some argued for specific content to ensure students were
schooled in the knowledge essential for a college graduate (Cheney,
1989; Petry, 1987). Others argued for content designed to develop
specific skills, most notably writing, communication, and critical thinking
(Hursch, Haas and Moore, 1983; National Institute of Education, 1984).
Still others argued for a curriculum that would develop those qualities
that might be derived from courses in philosophy or ethics (Association
of American Colleges, 1988).
Complaints spoke to a lack of cohesion in the curriculum. Critics
cited an inappropriate piecemeal approach through which students could
select courses that neither built on, nor bore any relation to any other
course. There were calls for enrollment in a mandatory core of courses to
develop community and shared understanding among students. The
curriculum was criticized as unresponsive, too slow to change, and too
much a product of compromise (Gaff, 1991). A flurry of curriculum
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reform followed.
Today’s undergraduate college curriculum evolved to its current
structure in the first half of the 20th century. Typically the curriculum
includes electives, a major, and general education, and is measured by
semester, quarter or other hours of credit. Electives are those courses
freely chosen by students. The major provides an opportunity for in-depth
study within a particular discipline or profession (Stark and Latucca,
1997). It comprises anywhere from one third to more than one half of
the overall course of study. Major requirements normally are determined
by the department or division of the institution in which it resides.
General education provides breadth of instruction, skill development,
general or common understanding (Carnegie, 1978), integrating course
work or experiences (Gaff, 1999) and in some cases, what the institution
deems essential learning. Typically, all students in a given institution or
school are subject to the same general education requirements,
determined by an interdisciplinary body. General education may be
structured in a variety of ways, and over time it has been called on to
fulfill a number of purposes.
General Education
General education began in the early days of the 20th century, in
part to curtail a system of elective education that allowed students to
freely select nearly all of their courses from across a wide range of
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disciplines (Scroggs, 1939). General education proponents at the time
were concerned that the elective system had traveled too far in the
direction of student choice. They seized upon a course of general
education to lend coherence and common experience to a fragmented
curriculum (Rudolph, 1977). The general education movement gained
force in the wake of two World Wars, as a means to instruct students in
American heritage and responsibilities of citizenship. It waned in the
1960s and 1970s amid cries for relevance and centrality of the individual,
but appears to once more be gaining prominence (Stark and Lattuca,
1997).
As the general education curriculum has shifted over time,
observers of higher education have expressed dismay with the changes
they have witnessed. General education has been a focus of the wave of
criticisms aimed toward higher education which began in the 1970s. In
1978, the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching spoke
of general education as “an idea in distress” (Carnegie 1977, p. 164).
There was a sense that higher education had abandoned its tradition of
providing a broad, liberal education and had become simply a training
ground on which to prepare students for their vocations (Rudolph, 1977).
General education is sometimes spoken of as liberal education, or
the liberal arts and sciences. It has been called on to facilitate the
integration and synthesis of learning, awareness of other cultures,
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examination of values, a common educational experience, development of
analytic skills, and promotion of qualities such as tolerance and empathy
(Gaff, 1983). General education is a collection of "those courses th at the
college regards as so important that they are required of all students,
regardless of academic major or intended career” (Gaff, 1991, p. 13).
Because it is defined by the institution, general education can reflect
institutional values and set one institution apart from another. Today,
general education typically is structured as either a system of distribution
where students select courses from specific areas of study, or as a
prescribed core of courses which all students must take, or as a
combination of prescription and distribution (Stark and Lattuca, 1997).
General education is sometimes taught only during a student’s first year
or two of college. In other instances, it may be extended throughout a
student’s college career (Carnegie, 1978).
Measurement of General Education
During the last several decades, studies of the curriculum have
documented broad patterns and shifts in general education. The first to
find considerable change was a study of 271 colleges and universities
conducted in the mid 1970s (Blackburn, e t al, 1976). An evaluation of
catalogs and student transcripts demonstrated that between 1967 and
1974 general education had “diminished considerably” (p .11). During the
time span studied, the proportion of the undergraduate curriculum
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devoted to general education at four-year colleges dropped from 43% to
34%. Of the 15 categories of four-year colleges included in the study, the
greatest mean declines in general education as a proportion of the
curriculum occurred at private universities (former Carnegie Classification
Comprehensive I), and at public and private liberal arts colleges (former
Carnegie Classification Liberal Arts I Private and Liberal Arts II, Public and
Private). During the same time period, overall credit hours required for
graduation and for the major stayed essentially the same. Credit hour
requirements simply shifted from general education to electives.
Changes in the structure and content of general education
accompanied the shift in required credit hours. Students were granted
more choice in their general education as the proportion of institutionally
mandated courses declined. In 1967, 50% of general education courses
were prescribed; in 1974, fewer than 30% of courses were prescribed
(Blackburn e t al., 1976). With regard to content, the proportion of
institutions requiring study in the traditional general education content
areas of English composition, physical education, foreign language, and
math declined as well.
Three additional studies of general education were conducted
during the 1980s. An unpublished study by the Carnegie Foundation
found general education requirements had increased 5% overall between
1974 and 1980 (Gaff, 1983). A 1981 survey of 272 four-year colleges
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and universities found an average general education requirement o f 44
semester credit hours (Gaff, 1983). By the end of the decade, the mean
requirement had increased to somewhere between 47 hours (Toombs, et
al., 1991) and 49 hours (Gaff, 1991), or 38% to 40% of the
undergraduate curriculum.
By 1988, a larger proportion of institutions, as compared with
1974, required general education courses in writing, math, computer use
and other ‘skills’ areas (Toombs, e t al., 1991). On average, general
education included four courses in the humanities, three in social
sciences, two in writing and in natural science, and one course each in
math and fine arts (Gaff, 1991). In addition, 69% of schools included
some sort of interdisciplinary or integrating course work in their general
education curriculum (Toombs, et al., 1991). It appeared to researchers
of the time as though general education was becoming oriented toward
“the skills of career and life, formal knowledge of culture and tradition,
and the person/society component” (Toombs, et al., 1991, pp. 117118).
A 1995 study of college transcripts compared course taking
patterns of students who had graduated from high school between 1972
and 1984 with those graduating between 1982 and 1993. The study
revealed some changes over time in the “empirical core curriculum”,
those 35 courses accounting for the greatest proportion of course credit
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accumulated by college students nationwide (Adelman, 1995). Most
notable were an increase in the number of business courses included in
the empirical core, an increase in math, and a decline in enrollment in
general biology. This study also revealed changes in the proportion of
college students earning credit in selected course categories. For both
samples, the greatest proportion of students completed courses in
English composition, physical education and general psychology. The
proportion of students earning credit in composition increased from 69%
in the earlier, to 74% in the later sample, while the proportion earning
credit in physical education and psychology decreased. Comparing the
two samples, more students in the later sample earned credit in oral
communication, college math, economics and business courses. Fewer
students earned credit in history or government, sociology, foreign
languages, philosophy or religion, biology and chemistry.
Recent Trends in Higher Education
American higher education is “embedded in the wider society and
subject to society’s constraining forces” (Berdahl, Altbach, and Gumport,
1999). As the broader society confronts change and challenges, so does
higher education. Curriculum change is often precipitated by change in an
institution’s environment. Of particular interest in this research are five
broad cultural, or environmental, changes which have had an observable
impact on higher education and its curriculum.
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Changing Student Demographics
As the American population has become increasingly diverse, so
have college students. Between 1980 and 1992 the proportion of Asian,
African American, Hispanic and Native American students increased from
18% to 25%, and the proportion of white, non-Hispanic students declined
by a comparable degree. (Horn, 1995). As women have more and more
entered the mainstream of professional life, they have come to
predominate higher education. In 1983, the proportion of men and
women enrolled in four-year institutions was virtually the same (49.5%
men, 50.5% women). By 1996 that proportion had shifted, to produce a
predominantly female student body (Gerald and Hussar, 1998). As the
baby boom has aged, so have students. Between 1988 and 1996, the
number of students 25 and older increased 20%; those 35 and older
increased 35%. (Gerald and Hussar, 1998).
Initially the infusion of new students lead to programs in Women’s
studies, African American studies, and other special interdisciplinary area
studies. These specialized programs of studies have lead to broader
recognition and acceptance of the perspectives and scholarship of
previously disregarded groups of persons (Humphreys, 1997).
In recent years, as many institutions revised their general education
curricula, more and more colleges and universities have begun to require
study of diverse perspectives (Gaff, 1999). Although multicultural and
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diverse perspectives may be incorporated at any point in the curriculum,
“general education programs are ideal locations for addressing issues of
diversity” (Humphreys, 1997, p.15).
Financial Stress
As the student population was evolving, colleges and universities
confronted a changing financial situation. During the 1980s Federal policy
regarding higher education financial aid shifted dramatically, away from
need based grants, in favor of student loans (Callen, 1993). Students
turned to colleges to make up the financial aid difference. Between 1987
and 1996, the proportion of students receiving at least $1500 in
institutionally based aid increased from 5% to 17%. Availability of
financial aid can impact college enrollment. In 1996, nearly a third of new
college freshmen based their college selection at least in part on tuition
or institutional financial aid considerations (Astin, 1998).
Accompanying the shift in Federal student aid policy, states were
confronted with budget shortfalls due to a weakening economy. As a
result, per student state funding of higher education declined, as did the
proportion of states’ budgets allocated to higher education. Colleges and
universities became more reliant on tuition income to compensate for the
declining state appropriations. Tuition increased (Callen, 1993).
Competition for philanthropic dollars intensified (Breneman, 1994) and
more than ever before, colleges and universities were “expected to stand
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on their own” (Landscape, 2000).
Institutions may adopt a number of different strategies to adapt to
financial stress. Three strategies found to be the most effective are
“distinctiveness from other institutions, effectiveness in achieving a
particular mission, and quality” (Leslie and Fretwell, i 996, p. 24 5).
Institutions that best survive financial stress are those that build on their
strengths and identify a specific niche to fill. One means of developing a
niche is “cutting, adding, and reshaping” academic programs, by (p. 61).
At the same time that institutions struggled to redefine themselves
in the midst of financial difficulty, they also found themselves
accountable to an increasingly wide range of stake holders. As state
budgets became more burdened in the 1980s and competition for tax
money became more intense, legislators and taxpayers began to question
the value of the dollars spent on higher education. The public began to
voice expectations regarding the skills and knowledge of new college
graduates (McGuinness, 1999). States made it increasingly clear that
they wanted a return on their investment in higher education. They began
to attend to issues of quality in undergraduate education, to establish
standards, and to hold institutions accountable for student learning
(Callen, 1993). In some instances states have established specific
requirements regarding the quantity and content of general education in
public institutions. Institutions also have begun to address issues of
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quality, specifically in their general education programs. They have
introduced or raised standards, focused more attention on communication
and reasoning skills, and extended general education to the later years of
college (Gaff, 1999).
Vocationalism
Over the years, curricular emphasis has shifted back and forth,
pendulum-like, between the liberal arts and a more vocational or practical
course of study (Stark and Latucca, 1997). The most recent pendulum
swing, beginning about 1980, has been toward the vocational. Given the
increasing complexity of society, there is a growing “conviction that the
university curriculum must provide relevant [job] training” (Altbach,
1999, p. 2 6 ) for students. Students concur. In 1991, three quarters of
freshmen entering college (compared with half of new college freshmen in
1971) enrolled, at least in part, to command a larger salary upon
graduation (Astin, 1998). Students’ course selections have “become
increasingly sensitive to the state of the economy and the job market”
(Gordon, 1993, p. 6). Between 1972 and 1988 professionally oriented
bachelors degrees (e.g. business, engineering, nursing, computer science)
increased dramatically, rising from 33% to 54% of all bachelor’s degrees
at all colleges (Breneman, 1994).
Students are not alone in their desire for a vocationally oriented
curriculum. Employers also have expectations with regard to
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undergraduate education. They are increasingly demanding that the
undergraduate curriculum address the career needs of students
(Wallhaus, 1996) and they have expressed a desire for greater emphasis
on cooperative learning or internship experiences (Van Horn, 19 95 ).
Although student preparation is generally thought by business leaders to
be at least equal that of the past, economic concerns and technological
advances have increased the demands of the workplace (Van Horn,
1995), requiring more highly prepared college graduates.
Countering the trend toward vocationalism, a secondary trend of
increasing emphasis on the liberal arts and sciences emerged in the
1990s (Gaff,1999). The primary focus of this counter trend appears to
be the development of communication, reasoning, quantitative and
technological skills, and an appreciation for diversity. By and large, this
emphasis has been incorporated into the general education portion of the
curriculum. Interestingly, the emphasis on skills responds to the needs of
business for a more skilled work force.
Technology
Perhaps one of the leading factors contributing to the need for a
more skilled work force is the meteoric rise in the importance of
technology. No longer is the American economy based on an industrial, or
even on a service model. It is “information based [and] technologically
intensive” (Connick, 1997). Personal computers and the World Wide Web
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have dramatically altered the way people do business (Katz, 1999).
Emerging technologies have the potential to transform higher
education. Computers are used to supplement communication in
traditional colleges and universities. Course assignments, multimedia
presentations, chat group discussions, and electronic mail all complement
the typical classroom experience (Farrington, 1999). A number of higher
education institutions have adopted computer literacy requirements and
have instituted either competency testing or general education course
requirements to ensure computer literacy (Davis, 1999). In some
instances, technology instruction piggybacks required information literacy
programs geared to hone research skills (Vamer and Schwartz, 1996).
Beyond the traditional classroom, colleges and universities use the
World Wide Web to expand access, to overcome geographic boundaries,
to offer education asynchronously at times convenient for people with a
variety of other commitments, and to engage new types o f students
(Hanna, 2000b). In addition, a wide variety of new providers are taking
advantage of new technologies to enter the higher education
marketplace. Many of these new providers are proprietary organizations,
and as such are able to move quickly to meet student needs and
interests. They include existing educational publishers, commercial
education enterprises and new internet based companies (Blumenstyk,
1999, 20 00 ). These providers are drawn by the demand for work related
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education (Hanna, 2000a), the opportunity to serve populations outside
of the United States, and the potential for profits.
With a wider range of opportunities, students are becoming
consumers of education, with choices as to where, when, and from whom
they will purchase education (Connick, 1997). Given the growing
numbers of new providers of higher education, existing colleges and
universities will likely have to “undergo fundamental changes in order to
compete - or in some cases to survive” (Hanna, 2000b, p. 28).
Consumerism
A college education is a commodity bought and sold on the
marketplace. Students evaluate their colleges and universities on the
basis of “convenience, quality, service and cost” (Levine and Cureton,
1998). They expect efficiency and they seek a product that matches
their definition of a quality education (Zemsky and Massy, 1993).
Students shop for the best bargain and often are not willing to pay fees
for services they do not use (Levine and Cureton, 1998). While
consumerism is not new, the narrow focus and close consumer scrutiny
directed specifically toward higher education is new (Levine and Cureton,
1998). Colleges and universities are providers of educational experiences
(Zemsky and Massy, 1993). As such, their ability to tell consumer
students what they need or what they want has diminished.
While students have increasingly played the role of consumer,
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colleges have increasingly courted students as customers (Levine and
Cureton, 1998). Institutions engage in elaborate recruiting efforts and
offer financial aid or tuition discounts to those who enroll. Colleges and
universities incorporate new services and academic programs that will
appeal to potential students (Rudolph, 1993). Such programs may be
developed to meet needs unique to a particular location or set of
circumstances (Leslie and Fretwell, 1996). New programs to increase the
interest of prospective students may take the shape of new majors, or
new elements in a general education program. Institutions most
responsive to the demands of consumer students include comprehensive
colleges and less selective liberal arts colleges (Carnegie, 1978). In a
consumer oriented system, consumer demand shapes the product
(Zemsky, 1993).
Competition
Individually and together, each of the trends discussed above have
lead to changes in the curriculum and intensified competition for funding
and for students. Because “the college experience is, among other things,
a product bought and sold on the marketplace” (Kanter, et al., 1997,
p.19), colleges compete with one another for money, and for students,
and for prestige. They compete with the new providers, who in some
instances offer convenience and a career oriented education matching
consumer demand, at costs lower than other private institutions. In their
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contest for students, colleges and universities attem pt to differentiate
themselves from one another through the courses, programs, services
and faculty they offer students (Kanter e t al., 1997). In a competitive
environment, differentiation is one means of attracting more consumers
(Gibbs and Knapp, 2002).
As colleges compete to address demands for additional services
and facilities they also struggle to provide services at a competitive price
(Breneman, 1994). They compete to attract well qualified, but financially
needy, students by offering attractive packages of financial aid. Those
institutions not able to attract a sufficient number of students with
program and pricing may turn to other strategies. Some adjust their
mission and educate new types of students. Others lower admissions
standards (Kanter e t al., 1997). Regardless of strategy, success in a
competitive market hinges on the "extent to which [institutions] have an
education product...provided conveniently for the consumer at a
competitive cost” (Connick, 1997, p. 9).
While all of higher education has been affected to some degree by
financial struggles and increasing competition, private undergraduate
colleges have been particularly vulnerable.
Private Undergraduate Colleges under Stress
Four-year private undergraduate colleges form one segment of the
higher education marketplace. These schools are known as liberal arts and
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baccalaureate colleges. Their principal mission is the education of
undergraduate students. They are primarily residential and attract
traditionally aged students. They tend to value breadth or a liberal arts
curriculum over a more narrow professional focus (Hawkins, 1999) and
their classes typically are taught by regular faculty as opposed to
graduate students (McPherson and Shapiro, 1999). While liberal arts
colleges bestow only 4% of bachelors degrees awarded nationally each
year, the liberal arts college is still considered by some to be one of the
best models of undergraduate education in this country (Koblick, 1999)
Liberal arts colleges face a number of challenges. Beginning in the
1970s, students turned increasingly toward vocationally oriented degrees
and away from the primary offering of liberal arts colleges. Between 1968
and 1986, bachelors degrees in the liberal arts and sciences shrank from
nearly half of all degrees granted, to just over one fourth. Many liberal
arts colleges made curriculum changes to accommodate student demand
for a more vocationally beneficial education (Breneman, 1994).
Undergraduate colleges, particularly those in the private sector, are
heavily dependent on tuition for revenue. Unlike larger institutions, these
schools do not have access to financial support from research grants, and
while a few o f the more selective and prestigious of these schools have a
sizable endowment, the majority of schools do not. (McPherson and
Shapiro, 1999). Undergraduate colleges are particularly vulnerable in
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difficult financial times and are more likely to fail than are other segments
of the higher education market place (Breneman, 1994). Between 1988
and 2001, at least 100 public and private four-year undergraduate
colleges closed (Meister, 20 01 ). Between 1967 and 1 9 9 0 ,1 6 7 four-year
colleges in the private sector closed or merged with another institution
(Hawkins, 1999).
For private undergraduate colleges, recent trends have resulted in
two primary outcomes: too little money, and too few students. By and
large, public perception is that small private colleges are a poor value.
They appear to be too expensive, they seemingly offer little opportunity
to learn business skills, and the prevailing sense is that critical elements
of a college education (i.e. problem solving, critical thinking,
communication skills) can be incorporated into any curriculum at any
institution (Hersh, 1997).
Among the private colleges, those in the middle tier prestige-wise
may be facing the greatest challenges (Breneman, 1994 ; Neely, 1999).
Many of these schools have only local name recognition and no large
endowment to underwrite student aid. Without a particularly strong
academic program, these schools have a great deal of difficulty attracting
students (Van der Werf, 1999, July). In the eyes of consumers, these
colleges may not compare well to less expensive public institutions. They
may struggle to offer a curriculum that “suitably reflects the range of
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modem learning” (McPherson and Shapiro, 1999, p.71) and they are not
necessarily in a position to meet student expectations for career
preparation (Lang, 1999).
Middle tier schools may face greater difficulty recruiting students
than those schools with prestige and tuition at the high or even the low
end of the spectrum. Students (and their parents) are willing to spend
more to attend a school with greater prestige, mid-range schools face the
challenge of tuition charges that exceed the margin students are willing
to pay for a mid-range reputation. Additionally, they face more price
resistance from those able to pay full price, and face more pressure to
offer tuition discounts to maintain a degree of selectivity in admissions
(Koshal and Koshal, 1999).
Colleges respond to the pressures they face in essentially three
ways. They raise more money, they spend less money, and they try to
attract more students (Breneman, 1994). To recruit students, colleges
may offer financial incentives. This approach has the potential to add to
financial difficulties, however (Breneman, 1994). Colleges may market to
a new type of student (Breneman, 1994), augment their student support
services, or add new facilities (Van der Werf, 1999, December). Colleges
may also adapt their curriculum to attract more students. “A curriculum
that is attractive to students could be an institution's first line of
defense” (Gaff, 1983, p. 52) against declining enrollment. Curricula “that
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fail to attract and retain students could bankrupt institutions dependent
on tuition income” (p. 52).
Elite or top tier liberal arts colleges with sufficient endowments and
name recognition have maintained a liberal arts focus. These colleges
offer students a prestigious education along with financial incentives, and
continue to attract students (Neely, 1999). These are the colleges that,
due to their prestige, attract a sufficient number of students to be able
to “resist the economic pressure to offer course work that provides skills
needed in the immediate labor market” (Breneman, 1994, p. 10). Lowest
tier schools typically have only limited regional or religious appeal, and
may lack sufficient resources to begin new programs (Neely, 1999). It is
the many schools in the middle that are most likely to adapt their
curriculum (Carnegie, 1978) in the face of financial stress.
To attract more students, middle tier undergraduate colleges have
added business or professional majors. Some have built on their strengths
or in other ways attempted to create a niche or a unique place for
themselves in the marketplace. Some have created ‘applied liberal arts’
programs, such as museum management (Hawkins, 1999), or
management of nonprofit organizations (Van der Werf, 1999, December).
Others have broadened their appeal by adding an international focus
(Breneman, 1994). Because general education revision is often used as a
tool to create a niche that may be marketed by enrollment specialists
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(Arnold and Civian, 1997), it is reasonable to expect that some have
revised their general education programs in unique ways.
Liberal arts colleges followed the country’s overall general
education trends in the early 1970s. Between 1967 and 1974 the
number of required general education credit hours in liberal arts colleges
declined as a percentage of the overall curriculum (Carnegie, 1978).
Although the general education studies conducted in the 1980s did
include liberal arts colleges in their samples, only aggregated results were
reported. Beyond commenting that less selective private liberal arts
colleges were more likely to develop experimental curricula
(Carnegie, 1977), there was no suggestion that general education trends
in liberal arts colleges differed significantly from other segments of higher
education. Nevertheless it is not entirely clear either, that general
education trends in liberal arts colleges have mirrored those across higher
education.
Justification for this Study
In recent years, private undergraduate colleges have confronted the
challenges of new students’ demands, financial uncertainty and growing
competition. Of all types of institutions, mid-tier private four-year
colleges have been the most vulnerable to the changing higher education
environment.
To make their educational product more attractive or valued in the
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market, a number of colleges have made adjustments to their curriculum.
New programs appealing to new students and their vocational interests
have been added to the curriculum. There have been reports of revisions
to the general education component of the curriculum (Gaff, 1999). While
previous studies have shown that general education does change over
time, how general education has changed in private undergraduate
colleges is uncertain.
Private undergraduate colleges are slowly disappearing from the
higher education landscape. Many have merged with other similar or larger
institutions, and many, unable to bear the financial burden of small
enrollments, have closed. A t the same time, the small private colleges are
being emulated in honors colleges at large universities.
A number of baccalaureate colleges have shifted their focus away
from the liberal arts. Their missions changed as they adopted professional
and vocationally oriented majors. Those colleges formerly classified as
Liberal Arts I or Liberal Arts II by the Carnegie Foundation granted more
than half of their undergraduate degrees in professional fields in 1988
(Breneman, 1994). The Carnegie Foundation has since changed its
classification listings from Liberal Arts I and II to Baccalaureate CollegeLiberal Arts and Baccalaureate College-General, to better reflect the focus
of these institutions.
This study addressed general education change over time, in
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those private colleges that have survived. It sought to determine whether
shifts in general education were consistent across schools, and to identify
distinctive features in the colleges’ general education curricula. This
study also explored the relationship between undergraduate enrollment
and general education, and attempted to develop understanding o f the
factors contributing to general education change.
This study identifies trends in general education, which can be
valuable to those engaged in curriculum planning, it offers specific
recommendations for practice, and points to a need for clear
communication and clarity of purpose with regard to academic planning.
Further, this research raises a question of whether general education
revision is undertaken primarily with the intent of engaging and
challenging students, or is simply a response to external competitive
forces and internal logistical concerns.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY

Changes in higher education’s environment in recent years have
challenged the viability of private undergraduate colleges. A competitive
market for higher education has threatened the survival of many small
private colleges, resulting in closure of a number of these schools. The
colleges that have survived are those that, in a changing higher education
market, continued to appeal to potential students. This study sought to
discover how private undergraduate colleges have adapted their general
education curriculum during the last 25 years. It also explored the role of
general education in attracting and recruiting students.
Research Questions
This study examined general education in 1975, 1988 and 2 0 0 0 at
60 four-year private colleges. It analyzed changes in general education,
as well as enrollment trends during this time period, and explored the
relationship between general education and student recruiting and
enrollment. Research questions were:
1)

In the years 1 9 7 5 ,1 9 8 8 and 2000, ‘how much’ general

education was required at private undergraduate colleges, in terms of
34
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credit hours and as a proportion of graduation requirements?
2) In the years 1975, 1988 and 2000, what were the content and
structure (i.e. prescribed, distribution, taken over two, three or four
years) of general education at these institutions?
3) What elements of general education are consistent across
private undergraduate colleges, and how are general education programs
unique or distinctive from one another?
4) What factors play a role in decisions to revise general education
at private undergraduate colleges, and do competition and changing
environmental conditions contribute to general education change?
5) Is there a perceived relationship between distinctive or unique
general education programs at private undergraduate colleges and
enrollment at those colleges?
Subjects
Higher education institutions may be categorized in a number of
different ways. Two organizations that have developed classification
systems are the nonprofit Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of
Teaching, and the news magazine, U.S. News and World Report. The
Carnegie Foundation in 1970 instituted a classification system for
institutions of higher education for purposes of policy research. (Carnegie,
2000b). The most recent Carnegie Classification, released in November
2000, categorizes institutions as Doctoral-granting, Masters
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(Comprehensive) Colleges and Universities, Baccalaureate Colleges, and
Associate's Colleges. Baccalaureate colleges focus primarily on
undergraduate education and grant fewer than 20 master's degrees
annually. Within the Baccalaureate classification, colleges are further
classified as Baccalaureate-Associate's Colleges, Baccalaureate-General,
and Baccalaureate-Liberal Arts. Baccalaureate-Liberal Arts institutions
emphasize bachelor's degree programs, and grant at least 50% of their
undergraduate degrees in the liberal arts. Baccalaureate-General colleges
also emphasize the bachelor’s degree but grant fewer than 50% of their
undergraduate degrees in the liberal arts (Carnegie, 2000a). The Carnegie
Foundation (2000a) defines degrees in the liberal arts as degrees in:
English language and literature/letters; foreign languages and literatures;
biological sciences/life sciences; mathematics; philosophy and religion;
physical sciences; psychology; social sciences and history; visual and
performing arts; area, ethnic, and cultural studies; liberal arts and
sciences, general studies, and humanities; and multi/interdisciplinary
studies.
U. S. News (20 00 ) classifies and ranks institutions to provide
consumers with descriptive information to assist in their educational
decision making. U.S. News designates liberal arts colleges as either
regional or national, and as first, second, third or fourth tier, or unranked.
Regional liberal arts colleges are those that in the 1994 Carnegie
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Classification were designated as Baccalaureate Colleges II (institutions
granting fewer than 40% of degrees in the liberal arts and institutions
with less selective admissions policies). National liberal arts colleges are
those that were categorized as Baccalaureate (Liberal Arts) Colleges I
(institutions with restrictive admissions policies, granting more than 40%
of degrees in the liberal arts) (Carnegie, Frequently, 2000). U.S. News
(2 0 0 0 ) develops its rankings from weighted scores on 16 selected
indicators. Top tier schools, comprising approximately the top 25% of
schools in each of the U. S. News categories are given a specific
numerical ranking. The remainder of the schools are assigned to the
second, third or fourth tier, and are given no specific rank.
This study investigated general education curricula in those private
institutions classified by the Carnegie Foundation as BaccalaureateGeneral or Baccalaureate-Liberal Arts, that were also ranked in 20 0 0 by
US News as second or third tier national or regional liberal arts
institutions. Typically, nationally ranked institutions were designated as
Baccalaureate-Liberal Arts in the Carnegie Classification, and regionally
ranked colleges were considered Baccalaureate-General by the Carnegie
Foundation. First tier colleges are generally those with greater name
recognition. These are the most prestigious colleges. They do not have
difficultly meeting their enrollment goals (Breneman, 1994) and they are
growing stronger (Van der Werf, 1999, December). The weakest of the
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private colleges are struggling to survive. Those colleges in the middle
range are the ones that^are surviving in spite o f recruiting challenges and
financial adversity. These second and third tier colleges are the colleges
of interest in this study.
A total of 60 colleges, 30 Baccalaureate-General and 30
Baccalaureate-Liberal Arts were included in this study. Initially, 40
Baccalaureate-General and 40 Baccalaureate-Liberal Arts colleges were
randomly selected from among all the institutions within their categories
(113 Baccalaureate-General and 82 Baccalaureate-Liberal Arts). Two
factors required elimination of a number of the colleges prior to
determination of the final sample selection. Several of the colleges had
been two-year institutions in 1975 and therefore did not meet the criteria
for selection. For a number of other colleges, it was not possible to
obtain historical information in a timely manner. These colleges were also
eliminated from the study. Additional institutions were randomly selected
from each category until there were 30 Baccalaureate-General and 30
Baccalaureate-Liberal Arts colleges that had been four-year colleges since
at least 1975, and for which historical information was available.
(Appendix A)
Procedures
Each college in the sample was contacted by phone to request
photocopies of descriptions of general education and graduation
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requirements from the colleges’ 1975 and 1988 catalogs. A t least two
follow up phone calls were made to each of the schools from whom
materials had not been received by mail or fax within three weeks after
the initial phone call. Those that still did not provide 1975 and 1988
catalogs were eliminated from the sample. Year 2000 catalogs were
downloaded from the college’s web site or from College Source (Career,

2001 ).
Catalog studies are particularly appropriate for curriculum research
as catalogs are the “primary formal statements of an institution’s
academic program” (Amey, 1992, p. 25). Prior curriculum studies have
relied on college catalogs (Blackburn et al., 1976; Toombs et al., 1991)
to investigate general education trends. When used at several different
points in time, catalogs can “reveal trends in and the rate of curriculum
innovation" (Amey, 1992, p. 25).
Content and structure of general education were recorded
according to catalog descriptions. In several instances it was not clear
whether a college required a specific course to fulfill a requirement, or
whether simply a course in the given discipline was required. When
unclear, the requirement was recorded as a distribution rather than a
prescribed course. The number of semester hours required for graduation
were recorded as stated in the catalogs. For those colleges that used a
credit system other than semester hours, credits for graduation were
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converted using the equivalency stated in the catalog. If an equivalency
was not stated, a conversion factor of 1.5 quarter hours per semester
hour was used to calculate semester hours.
The required number of semester hours of general education was
recorded in a similar fashion. In those instances where a range of general
education hours was possible (i.e. either a three-credit or four-credit
course might satisfy a requirement) the number of general education
hours was recorded as a mean of the highest and lowest possible number
of hours. Although the majority of schools had provisions for students to
be exempted from English composition, math, foreign language and/or
other courses, the total number of required general education hours was
recorded to include all of these classes. Where provision was made for
students to complete remedial or developmental courses prior to enrolling
in college level general education courses, the hours for remedial courses
were not included in the general education calculation, as these hours
typically did not earn credit toward graduation.
Six institutions were selected for interview case studies based upon
three criteria: the college revised its general education curriculum
between 1988 and 2000, the college’s 2000 general education program
included elements that were unique, distinctive, or atypical among the
institutions studied, and the college’s enrollment in 1997 equaled or
exceeded that of 1988. Total undergraduate enrollment for each of the
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60 colleges was obtained from the National Center for Education
Statistics’ web site. (Appendix B)
Extreme or deviant case sampling, focusing on unusual cases, and
criterion sampling, selecting a sample based on specific criteria, are both
recognized as valuable sampling methodologies for case studies (Gall,
Borg, and Gall, 1996). The total fall 1997 undergraduate enrollment at
the six colleges selected for interviews ranged from just under 600, to
nearly 1450. Changes in enrollment between 1988 and 1997 ranged
from a negative 2% to an increase of 87%. One school had experienced
an enrollment decline. By fall 2000, its enrollment returned to the 1988
level, allowing its inclusion in the sample of schools for interviews. All six
colleges selected had unique elements in their general education curricula,
and all had made revisions in their general education programs since
1988. Unique elements included interdisciplinary courses that were
integrated with other general education requirements, an unusually large
number of required religion courses, an unusual system of distribution, a
more extensive diversity requirement than was typical, and a more
extensive career exploration component than found in most colleges.
Standardized open-ended telephone interviews were conducted
with key administrators and persons knowledgeable regarding general
education at each of the six institutions. Interview questions were geared
toward understanding the distinctive elements of the institution, the
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reasons for general education revision, and the role of general education
with respect to student recruiting and enrollment (Appendix C).
Telephone interviews have an advantage over face to face interviews, by
providing access to a more widely dispersed sample without the costs of
travel. Telephone interviews have been used at least as effectively as
face to face interviews, particularly to gather sensitive information (Gall,
et al., 1996). Interview candidates were identified from published lists of
administrative staff, and by referral from those individuals. Interview
candidates were contacted by phone to request participation and to fully
disclose the purpose of this study. To add rigor, interview questions were
reviewed by a researcher skilled in interview methodology. Typed
interview notes were sent to each participant by electronic mail, giving
them an opportunity to correct or make additions to the notes. All
corrections and additions were incorporated into the interview data.
Analysis
Several different types of data analysis were used. Quantity of
general education (number of credit hours and proportion of the total
curriculum) was summarized using descriptive statistics including means
and ranges. Analysis of change over time considered direction of change
and the number/proportion of schools making changes in quantity.
Analysis of structure considered the number and proportion of colleges
exercising each of the various student choice options (distribution,
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prescription, or a mixture), and timing (general education in first 2 years,
first 3 years, etc.) options, and changes in structure over time.
Subject matter analysis built on the content areas identified by
Toombs, et al. (1991): interdisciplinary, humanities, fine arts, mathquantitative, social sciences, natural sciences, speech, writing, foreign
language, physical education, values, computer and other. These initial
content areas were merged, subdivided and appended to provide a full
description of general education.
Content analysis was used to address questions regarding
consistent and unique, or distinctive elements in general education.
Content analysis is a method of data analysis used to categorize written
documents. Typically the researcher codes the document and makes a
frequency count of instances of each code (Gall et al., 1996). This
analysis considered both structure and content of general education.
To analyze the relationship between general education and student
recruiting and enrollment, interview responses for each question were
first summarized, and then categorized as distinctive characteristics,
reasons for general education change, and relationship between general
education and enrollment. Responses were then further categorized as
themes began to emerge from the interview data. Matrices provided a
visual framework for this analysis.
Limitations
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This study was limited by the use of college catalogs as they
present only brief descriptions of general education rather than more in
depth course syllabi or other information which might provide fuller
understanding of general education. It was also limited to those schools
from which prior year catalogs were available within a given timeframe.
Further, the study was subject to researcher bias, particularly in the
interviews and interview analysis. While researcher bias is an expected
and accepted element of some types of research, such bias may also be
limiting. While conclusions may be drawn regarding faculty and staff
perceptions regarding general education change, the nature of the
research precluded definitively establishing specific cause and effect.
Finally, while telephone interviews are an acceptable methodology, use of
the telephone limits the ability to note nonverbal responses of the
participant which may provide cues for followup questioning.
Ethical Considerations
Approval of the Human Subjects Review Committee of the College
of William and Mary was obtained prior to data collection. The purpose of
the research was fully disclosed to all persons selected for interviewing,
and to those who asked for information regarding the request for current
or prior year catalogs.
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CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS
Both general education and enrollment at the 60 private
baccalaureate colleges included in this study changed in notable ways
between 1975 and 1988. General education grew in importance in
relation to the rest of the undergraduate curriculum. Its structure became
more similar across colleges. Its content shifted somewhat, increasing
emphasis in specific disciplines and skills areas. Overall, enrollment at the
colleges increased. Like general education, however, this was not true at
all colleges, and at many of the colleges the enrollment fluctuated
considerably. Reasons for general education change varied, but typically
involved either academic concerns or external pressure for change.
Perceptions as to the relationship between enrollment and general
education varied as well.
Changes in General Education 1975-2000
General education at private baccalaureate arts colleges changed in
a number of ways between 1975 and 2000. Quantity increased and it
became more structured as student choice diminished and the proportion
of prescribed courses increased. Content shifted, with an increasing
emphasis on written and verbal communication and mathematics.

45
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Interdisciplinary and integrating course work became more common as did
attention to diversity or multiculturalism.
General Education Quantity
Generai education quantity, measured in semester hours, changed
considerably between 1975 and 1988, but only marginally between 1988
and 2000 (Table 1). Similar to Blackburn’s 1974 finding, colleges in this
study allocated an average of 33% of the undergraduate curriculum to
general education in 1975. This represents 42 semester hours out of the
average 126 semester hours required for a bachelor’s degree. In 1988,

TABLE 1
Required Quantity of General Education

Year

1974
(Blackburn,et al.,

Institutions
Included
in the
Research

Semester Hours
of
General
Education

Percent
of
Undergraduate
Curriculum

Semester
Hours
to
Graduate

34%

271 public & private
institutions

1976)
1975

60 private

42

33%

126

1988

60 private

53

42%

126

1990
(Toombs, et al.,1991)

47

38%

1990
(Gaff,1991)

49

40%

53

42%

2000

60 private
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the percentage had increased to 42%. Between 1988 and 2000 the
average hours of general education remained virtually unchanged.
Interestingly, both hours and percentages are somewhat higher than the
1990 figures reported by Toombs et al. (1 9 9 1 ) and by Gaff (1 9 9 1 ).
Means are informative, but they tell only part of the story. While
mean measures of general education remained constant from 1988 to
2000, the variability increased considerably. In 1975, six (10% ) of the
sample schools had no general education requirements, seven (12% )
required more than 60 hours, and one (2% ) required more than 90
semester hours of general education (Table 2). Between 1975 and 1988
Table 2
Number of Required Semester Hours of General Education

2000
#
%

# Hours
Required

#

%

1988
#
%

0-15

9

15.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

16-30

4

6.7

0

0.0

1

1.7

31-40

11

18.3

6

10.0

5

8.3

41-50

16

26.7

20

33.3

22

36.7

51-60

15

25.0

23

38.3

19

31.7

61-75

5

8.3

9

15.0

12

20.0

76+

2

3.3

0

0.0

1

1.7

Range

1975

0-92

33-75

23-84
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the range of required hours narrowed. In 1988, all schools required at
least 33 semester hours of general education, and none required more
than 75 hours. By 2000, the span o f general education hours had again
increased, but remained smaller than it had been in 1975.
Table 3
Direction of Change in General Education
Direction of Change
Overall increase

# of Schools

% of Schools

43

71.7

1975-1988

1988-2000

positive

positive

19

31.7

positive

negative

14

23.3

positive

no change

6

10.0

negative

positive

2

3.3

no change

positive

2

3.3

16

26.7

Overall decrease
12Z5-J988

1988-2000

negative

negative

4

6.7

positive

negative

6

10.0

negative

positive

5

8.3

no change

negative

1

1.7

1

1.7

No Net Change

In addition to the variation in the required number of general
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education hours, the direction of change varied across schools, in spite
of a mean increase, not all schools increased general education quantity
between 1975 and 1988, nor did all schools hold quantity constant
between 1988 and 20 00 (Table 3).

Structure, of General Education
General education structure was assessed using two factors: when,
during their academic careers, students were required to enroll in general
education, and how much choice students had in selecting general
education courses.
It was difficult to determine timing of general education from
catalogs. In most instances the more current catalogs specified that
students were expected to enroll in English composition during their
freshman year. Ten (17% ) of the year 2000 catalogs specifically stated
that students were to enroll in general education courses at least during
their freshman and sophomore year. Nine (15% ) schools required
students to enroll in general education (actual number of courses varied
by school) during each of the four years of their undergraduate
education. Overall, year 2000 catalogs were more specific with regard to
timing of general education than were those of earlier years. Whether
this reflects a changed expectation regarding the timing of general
education or simply a less specific use of language in the earlier catalogs,
is not clear.
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It was far easier to evaluate degree of student choice. In general
across the 60 baccalaureate schools studied, student choice in general
education declined from 1975 to 2000. In 1975, six schools (10% )
required no general education and had a completely elective curriculum
outside of the major. The same year, 20 of the colleges (33% ) had only
distribution requirements, 32 (53% ) had both distribution and core
requirements, and 2 schools (3% ) prescribed all general education
requirements. By 2 0 0 0 ,1 1 (18% ) schools had only distribution
requirements and the remaining 49 (82% ) had both distribution and core
requirements. All schools required some quantity of general education
and no school had a completely prescribed general education curriculum.
Although all 60 of the sample colleges used some sort of
distribution requirement for general education, the type of distribution
varied considerably. For purposes of discussion, this study identified five
different types of distribution: multi-division, division, segmented division,
multi-department, and department.
o Multi-division distribution, more common in 1975 and 1988 than
in 2000, allows students to select courses from among several divisions.
Most commonly this type of distribution allows students to select a given
number of courses from two or three of a larger number of divisions.
o Division distribution requires students to select a given number of
courses from one or more specific divisions (i.e. natural sciences, social
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sciences, humanities)
o Segmented Division distribution segments a traditional division
into two or more parts and requires students to select courses from each
part (e.g. courses from biological sciences and from physical sciences; or
within the social sciences, from psychology/sociology/ anthropology; and
from economics/political science).
o Multi-department distribution requires students to select a course
or courses from a collection of departments from within a single division,
and is most often accompanied by a requirement to take additional
courses in the division from a specific department (e.g. a course selected
from among psychology/sociology/anthropology; and an economics
course)
o Department distribution requires students to select courses from
a specific department.
Across colleges, the degree of choice within a given distribution
varies. Most commonly, institutions designate specific courses that may
satisfy a distribution requirement The number of courses available to
meet a given requirement may range from only two or three at one
college to nearly all courses in a department or division at another school.
Table 4 shows the shift in student choice and distribution
requirements over time. In general, student choice has diminished since
1975. Distribution requirements have moved gradually from division
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distributions to segmented division or multi-department distributions
along side department distributions. While still allowing student choice,
this effectively narrows the range of choice and ensures students engage
in more specific areas of study.
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Table 4
Student Choice in General Education
Number and Percent of Colleges
1975

1988

2000

General Education Structure

#

%

#

%

#

%

No General Education

6

10.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

20

33.3

12

20.0

11

18.3

5

8.3

2

3.3

0

0.0

14

23.3

12

20.0

11

18.3

9

15.0

7

11.7

7

11.7

11

18.3

10

16.7

11

18.3

32

53.3

48

80.0

49

81.7

2

3.3

4

6.7

0

0.0

Division

26

43.3

43

71.7

32

53.3

Segmented Div. or Multi-dept.

15

25.0

28

46.7

46

76.7

Department

20

33.3

26

43.3

32

53.3

2

3.3

0

0.0

0

0.0

Distribution .Only
Multi-division
Division
Segmented Div. or Multi-dept.
Department
Distribution & Prescribed
Multi Division

ComDletelv orescribed*

(*in 1975 one school required________________________________________________
Note: All sample schools in 1988 and 2000, and the majority in 1975 included
more than one type of distribution in their general education requirements.

In addition, the number of schools prescribing at least a portion of
their general education curriculum increased from 57% in 1975, to 82%
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in 2000. Across the 60 schools studied, an average 22% of general
education hours in 2000 was prescribed, an increase over the 18% in
both 1975 and 1988 (Table 5).
Table 5
Prescribed General Education Hours
1975

1988

2000

9

9.8

12.3

18.4%

17.9%

22.2%

2-92

3-41

1 -41

All Colleges
Mean Hours Prescribed
Mean Percent of General Education prescribed
Qf-Cdleaes with at least one course Drescribed
Range of hours prescribed
Mean Hours Prescribed
Mean Percent of General Education prescribed

14.7

11.8

14.5

29.9%

21.5%

26.1%
I

i

General Education Content

There have been striking changes in general education content
since 1975. First, with regard to prescribed courses, a far greater
proportion of schools prescribed a specific English composition course(s)
in 2000 as compared with 1975 (Table 6). After English composition,
the most frequently prescribed courses in 1975 were religion and speech.
This was also the case in 1988 and 2000, with growing numbers of
schools prescribing courses in each of these disciplines.
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Table 6
Subject of Prescribed Courses

1975

1988
%

#

2000
%

#

%

Discipline of Prescribed Courses

#

Schools with Prescribed Courses

34

English composition

17

50.0

42

87.5

45

91.8

Religion

9

26.5

12

25.0

21

42.9

Speech

8

23.5

14

29.2

14

28.6

Literature

5

14.7

7

14.6

5

10.2

Interdisciplinary

4

11.8

10

20.8

13

26.5

History

4

11.8

8

16.7

8

16.3

Psychology

3

8.8

3

6.2

3

6.1

Philosophy

3

8.8

3

6.2

4

8.2

Computer

0

0.0

3

6.2

4

8.2

Other (fewer than 3 schools)

3

8.8

9

18.8

15

91.8

Schools with 1 prescribed course

11

English composition

8

72.7

16

61.5

13

40.6

Religion

2

18.2

2

7.7

0

0.0

Interdisciplinary

1

9.1

4

15.4

4

12.5

Ethics

0

0.0

1

3.8

3

9.4

Diversity

0

0.0

1

3.8

6

18.8

Math

0

0.0

2

7.7

6

18.8

49

48

26

32
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Math and Science
In 1975, 18 of the sample colleges, or 30% (including the six with
no general education requirement), did not require math or science (Table
7). That number had dropped to two (3% ) by 1988, and to zero by
2000. In contrast, nine schools (15% ) in 1975 required all students to
take both math and science as part of their general education curriculum.
By 1988, 26 schools (43% ) required math and science, and by 2000, 43
or 72% of the sample required both math and science in their general
education curriculum. Interestingly, the ‘empirical core curriculum’
(Adelman, 1995), also showed an increase in the proportion of college
students completing math courses, but a decline in the proportion
enrolling in general biology, chemistry and other biological sciences.
While requiring math and science for all students, not all schools
require the same sorts of introductory math and science courses that
might be required of math or science majors. At least 20% of the
schools in 2000 required a quantitative reasoning or an applied
quantitative course from one of several disciplines (e.g. psychology,
economics, or appropriate to the major), as opposed to college algebra,
calculus or other more traditional college math class.
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Table 7

General Education Content - Colleges Requiring Study of Science and/or Math
Number and Percent of Colleges
1975

1988

2000

Science/Math Content

#

%

#

%

#

%

No math or science

18

30.0

2

3.3

0

0.0

Science/no math

14

23.3

12

20.0

4

6.7

Math/no science

0

0.0

0

0.0

1

1.7

Math and/or science

12

20.0

6

10.0

4

6.7

Math and science

9

15.0

26

43.3

43

71.7

Science and math/science

7

11.7

13

21.7

4

6.7

Math and math/science

0

0.0

1

1.7

0

0.0

Math may be "other"

0

0.0

1

1.7

12

20.0

Biological & physical science

0

0.0

0

0.0

6

10.0

Problem solving (nat. sci.)

1

1.7

0

0.0

0

0.0

Geology

1

1.7

0

0.0

0

0.0

Biology

1

1.7

0

0.0

0

0.0

Physics

1

1.7

0

0.0

0

0.0

Humanities
General education requirements in the humanities (Table 8) have
changed over time, but not so dramatically as those in math and science.
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in 2000, half of the sample schools required students enroll in one or
more courses selected from a humanities distribution. About half of the
sample schools had requirements for courses in foreign language, in
literature, and/or in religion. In general, the number of schools with
requirements in humanities departments increased moderately between
1975 and 1988, and then declined by smaller numbers between 1988
and 2000.

The only exception is with regard to fine arts, including

music, art and theater appreciation and performance. In 1975, 15
colleges, or 25% of the sample schools, required one or more courses in
the fine arts. That number had more than doubled by 1988, and by 2000,
39 schools, or 65% of the sample, required students to take at least one
fine arts course.
Social Sciences
Social sciences have also laid claim to a portion of the increasing
requirements in general education (Table 9). While 37 schools (62% ) had
a social sciences distribution requirement in 1975, 50 (83% ) did in 2000.
Interestingly, the ‘empirical core’ (Adelman, 1995) showed declines in all
social science areas except economics. This shift accompanied a decline
in the number of schools with requirements within specific social sciences
departments (e.g. psychology, political science) excepting history. In
1975, fewer than 25% of the sample colleges required at least one
course in history. By 2000, more than 50% did. Some colleges specified
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that students take courses in U.S. or World History. Others allowed
students to select from a much wider range.
Table 8
General Education Content - Colleges Requiring Study

of

the Hum anities

Number and Percent of Colleges
1975

1988

2000

Humanities Content

#

%

#

%

#

%

Humanities Distribution

25

41.7

38

63.3

30

50.0

Foreign Language

24

40.0

34

56.7

31

51.7

Literature

19

31.7

33

55.0

27

45.0

Religion

32

53.3

35

58.3

33

55.0

Philosophy

12

20.0

13

21.7

7

11.7

Religion or Philosophy

2

3.3

10

16.7

9

15.0

Ethics

0

0.0

0

0.0

4

6.7

Fine Arts

15

25.0

32

53.3

39

65.0

Skills
A greater proportion of colleges in 1988, as compared with 1975,
required courses in the skills areas of writing and oral communication
(Table 10). Between 1988 and 2000, numbers changed only marginally.
What did change between 1988 and 2000 was the number of colleges
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requiring ‘writing intensive’ courses in addition to the English composition
courses. As expected, no college had any sort of computer requirement
in 1975, 7 (12% ) did in 1988, and 11 (18% ) did in 2000. While this
number may seem lower than expected, it reflects only those schools
that specifically require some sort of computer science or computer
Table 9
General Education Content - Colleges Requiring Study of the Social Sciences
Number of and Percent of Colleges
1975
9

1988

Social Sciences Content

#

6

Social Science Distribution

37

61.7

53

Economics

2

3.3

Sociology

4

Psychology

2000

# 9 6

#

%

88.3

50

83.3

1

1.7

2

3.3

6.7

1

1.7

1

1.7

6

10.0

3

5.0

3

5.0

Sociology or Psychology

2

3.3

6

10.0

6

10.0

History

13

21.7

30

50.0

32

53.3

Geography

0

0.0

1

1.7

0

0.0

History or Government

0

0.0

1

1.7

0

0.0

Government

0

0.0

0

0.0

1

1.7

Political Science

2

3.3

1

1.7

1

1.7

Archaeology

1

1.7

0

0.0

0

0.0
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literacy course. It does not reflect expected or actual use of computers
by students in the course of their studies.

Table 10
General Education Content - Colleges Requiring Study of Specified Skills
Number and Percent of Colleges
1975

1988

2000

Skills Content

#

%

#

%

#

%

English composition

38

63.3

54

90.0

51

85.0

(with writing intensive requirement)

0

0.0

6

10.0

14

23.3

Writing intensive only

0

0.0

4

6.7

3

5.0

Computer science or literacy class

0

0.0

7

11.7

11

18.3

Speech/oral communication

15

25.0

22

36.7

24

40.0

Speech intensive

0

0.0

0

0.0

1

1.7

Discussion intensive

0

0.0

1

1.7

0

0.0

Physical education/health

36

60.0

35

58.3

37

61.7

Other General Education Content

In the last quarter of the 20th century, general education content
changed in several ways beyond the growing requirements in the
traditional academic divisions and skills areas (Table 11). The number of
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schools including a freshman seminar of some sort in their general
education jumped dramatically. In particular, schools indicating th at the
primary intent of the freshman seminar was ‘college success’ (i.e. social
Table 11
General Education Content - Colleges Requiring Study in 'Other' Disciplines or Skills Areas
Number and Percent of Colleges
1975
'Other' Content

1988

2000

#

%

#

%

#

%

3

5.0

1

1.7

17

28.3

5

8.3

9

15.0

6

10.0

1

1.7

3

5.0

Seminars
'College Success' i.e. adjustment,
study skills, advising
Other Freshman Seminar
Career Planning, resume, etc.
Senior Seminar (ethics, problem,

3

5.0

4

6.7

9

15.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

1

1.7

Arts/Lecture Series

1

1.7

3

5.0

5

8.3

Diversity

3

5.0

11

18.3

31

51.7

Diversity or Foreign Language

1

1.7

0

0.0

5

8.3

Inter/Multi Disciplinary Course(s)

5

8.3

10

16.7

16

26.7

American/Western Culture
i

4

6.7

6

10.0

7

11.7

solving, integration of learning)
Junior Seminar (historical issues)
Other
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and/or academic adjustment, study skills, academic advising) grew from
3, or 5%, in 1975 to 17, or 28% in 2000. Also of note was the large
increase in the number of schools with some sort of diversity
requirement, increasing from 5% of the sample schools in 1975 to just
over 50% in 2000. Five additional schools, in 2000, required students
enroll in either an approved diversity course or a foreign language. A few
colleges required that students complete a prescribed diversity course.
The more common approach, however, was to require students to enroll
in a course, selected from any number of departments, that had been
designated as meeting the diversity requirement. Most often, the credit
hours for the diversity course could also be counted toward other general
education, major or elective credit hour requirements.
Common and Unique Characteristics of General Education
Study of general education in the year 2000 at the 60 sample
colleges revealed a number of common features, and a handful of unique
general education elements.
Common Features
Across the colleges studied, common features of general education
were evident in both structure and content. Most frequently, colleges
structured general education as a combination of prescribed courses and
department, or broader, distributions. Eighty-one percent of colleges in
2000 employed such a structure. Typically, colleges expected students
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to begin general education course work during their freshman year. While
the number of general education credit hours did vary, at 88% of the
colleges general education comprised between one-third and one-half of
the undergraduate curriculum.
With regard to content, the most common course was English
composition, required by 85% of the colleges, in a prescribed course at
75%. Eighty-three percent o f schools had a social sciences distribution
requirement. Seventy percent of the colleges required math and science.
Nearly two-thirds (65% ) of the schools included fine arts in their general
education curriculum and 62% included physical education.
A bit less common, but still present in more than half of the
colleges studied, were requirements to take courses in religion (55% ),
history (53% ) a foreign language (52% ) and/or a course with a diversity
focus (52% ).
Returning to structure, those colleges that have diversity or writing
intensive requirements typically allow ‘double counting’ of such credits.
This enables students to satisfy both the diversity or writing requirement,
and another general education, major or graduation requirement a t the
same time. This serves to effectively increase the quantity of general
education without adding credit hour requirements.
Unique Features
Unique or unusual elements of general education were generally
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content oriented or involved out of class requirements. A small number of
the colleges (7% ) required study of ethics. A small number also required
courses in specific social science disciplines: psychology (5% ), economics
(3% ), sociology (2% ), government (2% ), political science (2% ). Three
colleges (5% ) required no English composition class, but instead
emphasized development of writing skills through writing intensive
classes. Three colleges (5% ) included career oriented or resume writing
requirements in their general education curriculum.
Several schools were unique not in content, but in the quantity of
general education within a given content area. While more than half of the
colleges required diversity related course(s), one school’s requirement
was more extensive than was typical. This particular school (selected for
further study) required that students complete courses focusing on
women’s issues, as well as courses addressing traditions of Europe; of
countries in Asia, Africa, the Middle East and/ or Latin America; and of
one or more populations in the United States. Similarly, one religiously
affiliated school required 20 hours of religion courses, and noted in its
catalog that “one distinctive of the academic program” is that all
students earn a Bible minor. One other college had a similar religion
requirement.
A small number of colleges required students to complete some
sort of experiential learning. Several colleges in the sample required
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students to engage in some sort of ‘ministry’ or ‘Christian service’ in
addition to academic course work, and one required five hours of
community service. Five colleges (8% ) required students to attend oncampus cultural enrichment programs (lectures and performing arts
events) each year of enrollment. One school specified that students also
report on the events attended. One college required students attend a
campus-wide ‘issues dinner’ where, following a presentation by a
nationally known figure, students and faculty discuss an important social
issue.
Just over 25% of the colleges required some sort of
Interdisciplinary course. While an interdisciplinary requirement is not
entirely unique, three colleges (5% ) did have a unique approach to their
interdisciplinary requirement. Two (3% ) prescribed specific
interdisciplinary courses for all students. At one of the colleges, a two
course sequence taken by first-year students addressed questions of
human nature and ways of knowing. This same college had specifically
designated its four credit hour writing and four credit hour oral
communication classes to complement the interdisciplinary sequence.
The interdisciplinary program at a second college was far more extensive.
Thirty-three of the college’s 60 credit hours of general education
consisted of prescribed interdisciplinary courses. Students enrolled in
specified interdisciplinary courses during each of their first three years of
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college. Courses addressed problem solving, theories of culture and
symbolic classification, global awareness, arts, ecological systems, ethics,
classical literature and the impact of science on social and political
processes.
With a somewhat different approach to interdisciplinary study, one
school gathered all students and faculty around a common set of
readings, based on a changing theme. Students and faculty read and
discuss “important texts” selected each year from a variety of disciplines.
Students are granted one hour of academic credit for each semester of
participation. Students are assigned to interdisciplinary groups, and
faculty move from group to group each week. The program is intended
to improve written and oral communication skills, to develop an
appreciation of the liberal arts, and to build a sense of community.
Unique general education features fell largely into two categories.
First, certain of the colleges ensured, by requirements in given academic
disciplines, that students had exposure to specific content. Second,
among those with unique features, there appeared to be a desire to
integrate learning, either across disciplines, across academic learning and
practical experience, or across academic learning and the arts. In spite of
the number of colleges with unique general education features, colleges
were far more similar with regard to their general education curriculum,
than they were different.
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Enrollment
Fall undergraduate enrollment figures for each of the 60 colleges
were considered in the selection of colleges for further study. Total
undergraduate enrollment at the 60 colleges varied considerably in 1997
(the latest year for which NCES data are available), ranging from 31 2 to
7384 (Appendix B). Between 1975 and 1997, enrollment at these
colleges increased by an average of 21%. Across the sample, changes in
enrollment ranged from a 43% loss (representing 215 students) to a
546% increase (representing 2772 students). By far the most common
pattern of enrollment change was a moderate fluctuation up and down
over the years for which enrollment figures were collected. Only two of
the 60 schools experienced an enrollment increase for each year data
were collected. Two schools had decided patterns of increase (one
peaking in 1979 and the other in 1990), with gradual and persistent
declines following. Seventeen colleges (28% ) enrolled fewer students in
1997 than in 1975, with a mean toss of 15.5%. Forty-two schools
(70% ) enrolled more students, with a mean gain of 57.4% .
Interview Case Studies
Six of the 60 sample colleges were selected for further study,
based on three factors: 1997 enrollment that was greater than or similar
to that in 1988, unique element(s) in the general education curriculum,
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and revisions in general education between 1988 and 2000. Two to
three administrators or faculty members at each of the six colleges were
interviewed, interviews were designed to explore the reasons colleges
had revised their general education curriculum, and the relationship
between general education and enrollment. Among the six colleges
selected, four were Baccalaureate-Liberal Arts and two were
Baccalaureate-General. Fall 1997 enrollment at the six colleges ranged
from just under 600 to more than 1400. Change in enrollment between
1988 and 20 0 0 ranged from virtually no change to an increase of 87%.
A summary of enrollment and general education characteristics at the six
colleges is found in Table 12. A summary of interviews at each of the
individual schools is found in Appendix D.
Distinctive General Education Features
As suggested by the selection criteria, each of the colleges’ general
education curriculum had one or more distinctive or unique elements.
These distinctive features included: a 42 hour interdisciplinary core
curriculum, an interdisciplinary sequence integrated with English
composition and oral communication courses, a college-wide reading and
discussion program, a four-part career preparation program, a four-part
diversity requirement, an unusually large (2 4 credit hours) religion
requirement, a 45 hour per semester ‘student ministry’ requirement, a
math competency test in lieu of a math course, five writing intensive
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courses with no English composition required, and a distribution
requirement with course options grouped by areas of ‘human inquiry’
rather than by discipline or division.
General Education Change 1988 - 2000
Also suggested by the selection criteria, ail of the six colleges made
changes to their general education curriculum between 1988 and 2000.
Consistent with the literature, by far the most common type of
curriculum change among the six colleges was incremental. Five of the
six schools made adjustments to the quantity, or number of required
credit hours, of general education. Three schools added courses in
specific areas including computer science, ethics, career exploration,
quantitative analysis, literature, women's studies, and United States
culture and traditions. One college added an interdisciplinary requirement.
One added an experiential component. Three colleges adjusted the
number of hours required in specific divisions or disciplines. Two dropped
one or more requirements all together. One college reorganized its
system of distribution, moving from a system that grouped disciplines
along more traditional divisional lines, to groupings into the areas of
human organization and development, human scientific inquiry, human
aesthetic experience and human culture.
Several colleges introduced elements designed to integrate learning
either across disciplines, or with post graduation plans. Two of these
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colleges shifted from a more common distribution system to a general
education curriculum with a strongly integrated interdisciplinary
component. One college adopted a first year general education curriculum
comprised of two interdisciplinary courses linked closely with required oral
and written communication classes. The other replaced its distribution
system with a general education curriculum in which students completed
a total of 42 prescribed credit hours in three interdisciplinary cluster
areas: critical thinking, problem solving and rational judgment.
Approaching curriculum change that might be considered holistic or
transforming, this particular general education revision was short lived.
The college eliminated most of its interdisciplinary core and returned to a
largely distributional system during the 2000-2001 academic year.
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Table 12
Enrollment and General Education at Colleaes Selected for Interviewina
General Education
Enrollment Chanqe
Structure
1988 -1 99 7
Distribution/Prescribed
+ 21 %

Colleqe
Name
Colleqe A

Enrollment 1997
( ranoe)
550-600

Colleqe B

1100-1150

+ 87 %

Colleqe C

1250-1300

Colleqe D

198 8
60

2000
49

%Chanoe
- 22 %

Distribution/Prescribed

58

60

+ 3 %

+ 1%

Distribution

42

42

0 %

700-750

- 2 %

Distribution/Prescribed

60

47

- 22 %

Colleqe E

600-650

+ 55 %

Distribution/Prescribed

59

84

+ 42 %

Colleqe F

1400-1450

+ 4 %

Distribution/Prescribed

68

48

- 29 %

Note: Collene«; are identified as Pollene A. Pnllene R e tr in order to maintain a denree of annnvmitv
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Table 12
CO

Enrollment and General Education at Colleges Selected for Interviewing (continued)

College
Name
College A

General Education
Distinctive Features
college reading/discussion program;
math competency; no math required
distribution requirements
in areas of 'human inquiry'
42 hour interdisciplinary core,
linked by a common theme

Type of
General Education Change
restructured distribution;
dropped math requirement;
decreased hours in several areas

Reasons for
General Education Change
to compensate for increased hours
in majors required by accreditation;
changing faculty interests

desire to innovate;
change from distribution to mostly
(demands of transfer student
core (returned to distribution
market, mid-year 2000-2001)
system mid-year 200 0-2001)
marketing
- to attract students;
added
career
preparation
program;
College C
5 writing intensive courses;
to provide transition from
added quantitative class;
no English composition;
college to career
decreased required hours in
4 part career preparation program
several areas
to be more true to
broadened and increased diversity
College D
4 part diversity requirement:
college's mission
hours requirement;
women's studies; US, European,
(in late 1980s shifted from
and Asian, African, Middle Eastern
guidelines
to requirements)
Latin American traditions and
to allow more choice; address
added computer, philosophy and
College E
24 hours of required religion
accreditor concerns;
45 hour/semester student ministry literature requirements;
broaden world view;
changed some prescribed courses
requirement
to provide career preparation
to distribution
College F
freshman interdisciplinary sequence, added interdisciplinary components; to raise academic standards;
to improve academic
integrated with English composition added quantitative reasoning;
reputation
dropped several requirements
and oral communication classes
Note: Colleges are identified as College A, College B, etc. in order to maintain a degree of anonymity
College B
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Summary of Interview Findings
The six colleges were selected for further study, in part, because
their fall 2000 enrollment was greater than, or similar to, what it had
been in 1988. Faculty and administrators were asked to comment on the
differences between their college and those with declining enrollment, and
on the reasons students select their college over other options. In
response, college officials most often pointed to academic quality or
overall reputation. They also suggested that students select their college
over other options primarily for the college’s friendly or comfortable
atmosphere. Additional reasons students choose to attend the six
schools included attractive tuition or financial aid packages, specific
academic majors, college location or size, and athletic programs. A t two
of the colleges, faculty or staff also commented that elements of the
general education program were drawing cards.
Relationship between General Education and Enrollment
Although there were exceptions, overall those interviewed indicated
that general education plays a minimal role in recruiting students.
Persons at four colleges commented that prospective students do not
look at general education prior to enrollment, or are not astute enough to
understand or ask questions about it. One person commented, “I doubt
74
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nowadays that students go anywhere based on any part of general
education.... I think the decisions are affective or emotional.” Another
noted, “ I don’t think prospective students look too closely at general
education when selecting an institution.” A third said, “ I’m not sure it
[general education] plays much of a role. Most of the students are mostly
focused on their major. A lot view general education as an encumbrance.”
Two officials suggested that general education may play a small
role in enrollment, but only a small role. One faculty member commented,
“To some degree it has played a role. It is always hard to tell. On the
incoming student survey that asks why they choose a particular
institution a number of students marked interest in the [experiential
component].”
In opposition to the prevailing view, one academic administrator at
each of two schools believed there was a strong link between their
college’s general education program, and enrollment. One of these two
asserted, “It plays a key role. Four years ago we created the [experiential
component] as part of our general education. We have marketed it pretty
aggressively.” Interestingly, none of the links on this college’s web page
lead to information about this particular feature of general education. At
the second college, an administrator enthusiastically declared, “It [general
education] plays an extraordinarily important role [in recruiting].... We
think the new [general education] curriculum has been very important in
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the making of this institution.” Curiously, at the same two colleges,
admissions or enrollment officials contended that general education
played no role in attracting students. In both instances, it was unclear
whether the college had data to support either opinion.
Transfer Students

At two colleges, administrators maintained that the general
education curriculum had had a negative impact on their college’s ability
to recruit transfer students. At one of the colleges, an administrator
commented, “Curriculum impacts greatly where you are considering
transfer students. ...We have gotten a smaller and smaller number of
transfer students each year. ...Transfers are getting lower because
parents are becoming aware that whenever you transfer it costs money
and credits.” Both colleges had amended general education to
accommodate the needs of transfer students. The issue of relationship
between transfer student enrollment and general education is an
interesting one, and was not anticipated. Clearly this is a factor only to
the extent that the college chooses to rely on transfer admissions to
satisfy enrollment goals.
Retention
Recruiting first time and transfer students is not the only factor to
be considered in a discussion of enrollment. Although the issue of
retention was not considered in the research questions posed, nor
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addressed with a specific interview question, retention of students can
also be a key element in maintaining enrollment. A t the six schools
selected for interviews, freshman retention (the proportion of entering
freshmen who return for their sophomore year) ranged from 73% to 87%
(U.S. News, 2002). Graduation rates, while not a direct measure of
retention, can also give a clue as to the proportion of students who
remain enrolled in a given school. Among the six colleges, the six-year
graduation rate ranged from 30% to 77% (U.S. News, 2002). At two of
the schools where interviews were conducted, faculty and administrators
indicated a sense that general education plays a role in retention at their
college, thus impacting overall enrollment. At one of the colleges, a
faculty member commented that some students enroll at her college
intending to stay only one year. After enrolling, they find specific general
education courses as well as the religious orientation in their general
education and other courses to be attractive, so they stay for all four
years. At the second college, one person noted “the [reading and
discussion] program brings lots of different faculty and different students
together. It is healthy for the community. ...This has been an important
piece in maintaining enrollment.”
Reasons for General Education Change
Typically, colleges revised their general education curriculum for an
assortment of overlapping reasons that were consistent with the
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literature on curriculum change. In broad terms, colleges had modified
their general education curriculum in response to external forces,
including competition, accreditation, and vocationalism, and to address
internal academic and mission related issues. Availability of resources
also played a role in defining the shape of general education.
Competition
As anticipated, competition and marketing concerns figured
prominently into general education change at four of the colleges. One
college made sweeping changes in its general education curriculum in the
middle of the academic year, due to what one official termed as
“demands of the market.” This college’s prior general education
curriculum had presented an obstacle in efforts to recruit transfer
students. It had been comprised of a series of interdisciplinary courses
which made it difficult for transfer students to receive credit because
they had not taken equivalent courses. An administrator explained, “It
was a big problem with transfer students coming in. Their courses didn’t
transfer in and they didn’t want to repeat courses. ...Now we are down to
six courses, and they have rearranged the content. It’s easier for transfer
students to receive credit.” A second college also cited the needs of
transfer students as one of the reasons it had made certain of its
revisions in general education. This college had relaxed some of its
strictly prescribed curriculum and waived one of its general education
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requirements for transfer students. One person shared the reason for
some of her college’s general education changes, “We need to maximize
the ability to count the general education units they [transfer students]
took elsewhere. Also ... we made an adjustment for transfer students.
Now they have to take one special [religion] course each semester [they
are in residence], because to take all the special courses would take
another year. It became a financial aid issue and an issue with parents.”
Reiterating, this administrator added, “The adjustment for transfer
students was a recruitment thing. It was a detriment when they had to
take an additional 12 hours when they already were losing some credits in
transferring.” A t a third college, a faculty member commented, “The
experiential learning was added for a number of reasons. One reason was
a marketing reason. We were looking for something as a device to attract
students to [the college]. We already had students traveling abroad or
doing internships. ...We were trying to zero in on this and use it to bring
others to the college. [The experiential component’s name] came from
the admissions and marketing people. It was a catchy phrase.” A fourth
college changed its general education curriculum to create what it viewed
as an innovative program due, in part, to the heavy competition it faced.
One person at the college explained, “We must be on the cutting edge
and do as many innovative things as we can. It is a challenge with so
many schools in [the state].”
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Accreditation
Accreditation had both a direct and an indirect effect on colleges’
decisions to change their general education curriculum. In one instance, a
college amended its science requirement to remedy a weakness identified
by a regional accreditation team. Another college had increased the
number of hours required in specific majors due to professional
accreditation requirements. To compensate, the college had reduced the
required number of general education hours. A faculty member remarked,
“Also there are outside agencies which are able to dictate, NCATE and
the social work and business accreditation groups. We are a member,
which is good, but sometimes our discussions are initiated due to external
requirements.” She continued, “There were outside pressures and the
need to reduce the credit hours in general education.” Another person
noted, “There are more and more requirements from accrediting agencies,
requirements for more hours in the major. You can’t just keep adding
things on when you have a four-year program.”
Vocationalism
Student vocational interests produced several different types of
change in the colleges’ general education curriculum. One college revised
its general education requirements to counter the vocationalism o f its
students. Concerned that students were focusing on career preparation
and therefore not receiving the broad, liberal education central to its
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mission, the college added distribution requirements in several divisions.
Moving in a different direction, two other colleges supported their
students’ career concerns by adopting measures to assist them. One
revised its freshman seminar to include assessment instruments to assist
students with career choice. The same college also added a required
computer course to ensure students were prepared to enter the job
market. The other school had added a required four-part career
preparation program, with an experiential component, to its general
education curriculum. A faculty member explained that the intent had
been to ease “transition for students from the college setting to post
college careers.” Recognizing the shift toward vocationalism discussed in
the literature, the faculty member continued, “ Students are more career
and job oriented than they were 20 years ago. They are taking things
that are beneficial to them instead of just for the love of learning.”
Internal Academic Issues
Internal academic issues factored into general education revision in
various ways at all six colleges. Reflecting a changing student population,
retention concerns, or both, one college added a component designed
specifically to enhance student academic success. Another college
introduced a literature requirement to provide a breadth of perspective,
because “our students aren’t readers.” This same school had begun to
address issues of diversity within the existing general education
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curriculum to “help students address these issues in a balanced way.”
One school trimmed some areas of its general education curriculum
to ensure students were able to meet all requirements and graduate in
four years. At this particular college a large proportion of students study
abroad their junior year. It had been common for students to enroll in 18
credit hours each semester so that they could complete all requirements,
study abroad, and still graduate in four years. Faculty were concerned
that the work load was excessive. Another college reduced general
education hours due to scheduling difficulties. Students had been required
to fulfill certain of their general education requirements from one of
several possible themes. Because of schedule conflicts, a number of
students had been unable to enroll in a sufficient number of courses of
one theme, so would have to begin over again with a different theme. To
remedy the situation, the college simply reduced the number of required
courses.
One college revised general education to improve quality and
enhance academic rigor. An administrator at the college commented, “We
lost our way [academically] and about 15 years later made a serious
attem pt at curriculum revision.” Another college broadened its writing
requirement because faculty believed writing was important not only in
one or two, but in all disciplines. Expressing vague concern, an
administrator at a third college attributed a portion of his college’s
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general education change to changing faculty interests. “As people on the
committee change, ideas of general education change. It is good to have
the influx of new ideas, yet bad if you’re looking for consistency.” A
faculty member at the same college said general education changes,
“because we are alive and engaged in education. We have passions,
sometimes changing passions, and interaction among the faculty.”
Mission
At three of the colleges, administrators or faculty noted the role of
mission in defining general education. One faculty member commented
that the broad diversity requirements at her college, including the study
of women, had been introduced as a way of living out the college’s
mission as a college for women with an international focus. At the same
school, an earlier shift to a more structured general education had
resulted from the school’s effort to reaffirm its mission as a liberal arts
college. A second college commented that the school’s general education
curriculum derives from its religiously oriented mission. A third college had
intentionally engaged in general education reform. It the midst of their
discussions, faculty and administrators, “looked at [the college] - what
are our strengths and mission, and how can we carry those out.” General
education changes were built upon the resulting conversations.
Resources
Individuals at three of the colleges commented on the limiting
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effect that resources have on general education. Speaking about a prior
general education change, a faculty member from one of the colleges
said, “It came to its demise due to a number of issues, mostly staffing
and financial resources. We couldn’t hire additional faculty to staff it and
the existing faculty were stretched to the max.” At another college a
faculty member commented, “Financial constraints probably make us less
open to change. We cannot afford to offer a wide variety of general
education courses.” A t the third college an administrator explained the
difficulty in moving from a distribution system to a prescribed general
education curriculum. “Adding new courses where they don’t fit into the
curriculum becomes a real staffing problem. ... If you add a requirement
that all students must take specific courses, it causes major problems. I’m
not against doing that, but you would have to have a lot of sections of
the same course, and you create a situation where you don’t have people
to staff it.” These comments suggest that, depending on the college,
limited resources may either contribute to, or inhibit, general education
change.
Ongoing General Education Change

General education is always in flux. As discussed above, one of the
six colleges made considerable change in its general education curriculum
during the 2000*2001 academic year. Three of the other colleges are
considering additional change to their general education curricula, as well.
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Consistent with reasons for prior general education change,
considerations in the current discussions include academic concerns and
resource availability.
An administrator at the first college considering additional change
commented, "Within the next year we will look at general education again
and may revise it.” Another person added, “They are looking to do some
revision. From time to time it gets a little complicated. They may try to
simplify it or refine it so the road map is easier to follow.” The third
person provided a bit more explanation, “Right now we are looking at a
potential change in teaching load for faculty. The teaching load right now
is seven courses per year, which is high.... As we work on the [strategic]
plan, depending on how faculty positions are distributed, we may need to
make changes in general education, because of student demands and
meeting student needs. We may allow additional classes to meet some of
the requirements, and so on, but not major changes.”
At the second college, faculty had just voted to “redo general
education.” One person indicated that this college had been considering
adoption of some sort of core or common set of prescribed courses for all
students, but resource availability was a concern. No specific details
regarding either the faculty vote or the potential changes were available,
however.
A faculty member at a third college provided a little more insight
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into the discussions regarding general education change at her college.
At this college, the struggle to revise general education revolves around
philosophical issues important to the college. Recent general education
changes at this college have resulted in more student choice. A faculty
member explained that, in spite of this, the college wants to, “avoid the
make your own degree program where students are allowed to randomly
pick their general education courses.” She explained by asking, “Are we
going to say just take six units, or are we going to be specific? We
probably have a more traditional perspective on general education.” The
same college is also considering adding a general education honors
option. This raises philosophical concerns. “The discussion is complicated
because we have a strong feeling we don’t honor one faculty member
over another.... That carries over in to our perspective on student
achievement to some e x te n t.... We will proceed experimentally.”
This seems to be an apt comment. General education change, over
time, has perhaps been nothing more than a well considered experiment
in how best to meet the educational needs of college students.

Summary
In summary, general education changed considerably between 1975
and 2000, in quantity, structure and content. Overall, the move was
toward more required hours of general education, and a more structured
general education with less student choice. Content change reflected
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greater attention to math and science, an increased emphasis on writing
skills, and a growing focus on issues of diversity and student academic
success. Although there were variations from college to college, overall
general education at the turn of the century was quite similar from one
college to the next.
Perceptions of college officials as to the relationship between
enrollment and general education varied across and within schools. For
the most part, however, those interviewed indicated that general
education plays a minimal role in recruiting students. Reasons that
colleges revised their general education curricula most commonly included
issues relating to competition, accreditation, and academic concerns.
The above findings help to more clearly define general education at
private baccalaureate colleges at the close of the twentieth century. They
also help to answer the questions of how and why colleges revised their
general education curriculum during the preceding 25 years.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, DISCUSSION, AND CONCLUSIONS
This research began with the question, “What is general
education?”, or more specifically, “What is general education at private
baccalaureate colleges?” The study considered characteristics of general
education at the beginning of the 21st century, and how those
characteristics had changed during the preceding 25 years. This research
also sought to explore the reasons that colleges had revised their general
education curriculum, and the relationship between general education and
undergraduate enrollment
Sixty second- and third-tier private baccalaureate colleges (3 0
baccalaureate-general and 30 baccalaureate-liberal arts) were randomly
selected for inclusion in this study. Descriptions of general education,
including quantity (number of semester hours), structure (distribution,
prescribed or a combination) and content, were gathered using the
colleges’ 1975, 1988 and 2000 catalogs. Six of the colleges were
selected for further study, based upon three criteria: the college revised
its general education curriculum between 1988 and 2000, the college’s
2000 general education program included elements that were unique,
distinctive, or atypical among the institutions studied, and the college’s

88
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enrollment in 1997 equaled or exceeded that of 1988.
Standardized open-ended telephone interviews were conducted
with key administrators and persons knowledgeable regarding general
education at each of the six institutions. Interview questions were geared
toward understanding the distinctive elements of the institution, the
reasons for general education revision, and the role of general education
with respect to student recruiting and enrollment.
From this research, it is clear that general education is by no means
uniform across colleges. There are enough similarities, however, that a
composite picture of general education at private undergraduate colleges
in the year 2000 can be created. This composite picture first considers
the structure of general education. Typically, general education is
structured as a combination of prescribed courses and distribution which
allows students to choose courses from among selected offerings in
specific academic disciplines or divisions. General education normally
comprises between one-third and one-half of the total undergraduate
curriculum, typically 40 to 60 semester credit hours. This structure
contrasts a bit with the literature which suggested that general education
may also be structured as a completely prescribed core of courses. While
2 of the 60 colleges studied did have such a structure in 1975, none did
in either 1988 or 2000.
A composite picture of general education content would include at
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least one required course in English composition, at least one math class
(normally determined by skill level), one or more courses in the natural
and social sciences (selected by distribution), a performance or
appreciation course in the fine arts (also selected by distribution) and at
least one physical education activity course.
The composite falls a bit short in providing a picture of general
education content, however. About half of the time general education
also includes one or more courses in history, religion, literature, foreign
language and/or a humanities distribution. About half the time it also
includes a ‘diversity’ course, although most often that course may fulfill
other requirements as well.
There were additional variations across colleges in both structure
and content of general education. Eleven of the colleges (18% ) had a
distribution only system, with no prescribed courses. A small number of
colleges also required general education content other than already
noted. For instance, nine schools (15% ) required psychology or sociology,
seven (12% ) required philosophy, seven (12% ) required course work in
American or Western culture and traditions, four (7% ) required a course
in ethics, and two (3% ) required economics. In spite of these variations in
structure and content, and a handful of unique features at several of the
colleges, overall, the general education curriculum at one school looked
very much like that at another.
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General Education Trends
Analysis of college catalogs from the years 1 9 7 5 ,1 9 8 8 , and 2000,
revealed five distinct trends in general education. First, general education
quantity is increasing. Second, student choice is diminishing. Third, there
is a growing emphasis in four specific content areas: math, history, fine
arts (music, theater and art), and in interdisciplinary study. Fourth,
multiculturalism or diversity in the curriculum is increasing. Fifth, there is
a growing emphasis within general education on the development of
specific skills.
General Education Quantity
The mean quantity of general education at private baccalaureate
colleges increased during the time period under investigation. Consistent
with prior studies, general education grew from 33% to 42% of the total
undergraduate curriculum, between the mid-1970s and the end of the
1980s. This growth nearly returned general education at private
baccalaureate colleges to the 43% of the curriculum that Blackburn and
his colleagues (1 9 7 6 ) had found in 1967, across a wider universe of
higher education.
The mean number of required semester hours of general education
also increased during the last quarter of the 20th century, from 42 in
1975, to 53 in 1988 and in 2000. The 53 hours in 1988 and 2 0 0 0 is
somewhat more than the 47 general education hours in 1990 found by
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Toombs and his colleagues (1 9 9 1 ) and the 49 hours in 1990 reported by
G aff(1991). This discrepancy may be due to a difference between private
baccalaureate colleges and the wider universe in both of these studies. It
may also be due to differences in methodology.
This study employed semester hours of credit as the measure of
general education quantity. Using this definition, the quantity of general
education did not change between 1988 and 2000. However, general
education quantity did continue to increase beyond 1988. The growing
prevalence of diversity and writing intensive courses, both discussed
below, contributed to the growth of general education between 1988 and
2000. For many of the schools, these hours also earned credit toward
electives or the major. For this reason, diversity and writing intensive
credit hours were not included in the count of general education hours for
those particular colleges, and therefore are not reflected in the required
number of general education hours.
Double counting of academic credit appears to be a growing trend.
This method of designating general education courses to be taken within
the larger curriculum has allowed colleges to continue to increase the
quantity of general education, while leaving the total number of hours
dedicated to major, electives and graduation untouched.
Student Choice
The second general education trend observed is a continuing
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decline in the degree of choice students have in selecting their courses.
This declining choice is occurring on several fronts. First, the number of
colleges including at least one prescribed course in the general education
curriculum increased from 34 colleges (57% ) in 1975, to 48 (80% ) in
1988, and 49 (82% ) in 2000. Considering only the proportion of
colleges with prescribed courses, it appears as though the decline in
student choice leveled off after 1988. However, there were other
indications of a decline in student choice.
During the 25 year period under consideration, colleges have
continued to more precisely define the areas of distribution from which
students may select their general education courses. For instance, the
number of colleges with a distribution requirement in a specific
department, ensuring study in a given discipline, increased from 2 0 (33% )
in 1975, to 26 (43% ) in 1988, to 32 (53% ) in 2000. The number of
colleges defining a distribution requirement in terms smaller than a
division (i.e. segmented division or multi department) also increased, from
28 (47% ) to 46 (77% ). During the same time period, the number of
colleges with a distribution requirement at the broader division level
decreased from 43 (72% ) to 32 (53% ) between 1988 and 2000. Using
this strategy of narrowing the distribution definition, colleges have been
able to ensure students study in more specific ways, while still allowing
them some degree of choice.
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This narrowing of student choice forms an interesting contrast to
the literature, which suggests that the curriculum is driven by consumer
demand and therefore, by student choice. It is important to remember
that students are not the only ones with an interest in higher education.
These changes may well be a reflection of the widespread criticisms of
general education that began in the 1970s, and of the reforms that
followed.
Math. History, the Arts and Interdisciplinary Requirements
As expected, there were some shifts in general education content
at private baccalaureate colleges between 1975 and 2000. Consistent
with Toombs’ research was an increase between 1975 and 1988 in the
proportion of schools requiring courses in math (Toombs, et al, 1991).
This trend continued, so that the 9 (15% ) colleges that had required
math in 1975 had grown to 44 (73% ) by 2000. This finding is consistent
also with Adelman’s (1 9 9 5 ) examination o f college transcripts which,
during a similar time period, found an increase in the proportion of college
students earning academic credit in mathematics.
Along side the growth in the importance of mathematics in the
general education curriculum is an emerging trend that replaces a
required course in the mathematics department with a required
quantitative course selected from one of a number of disciplines. Only
one (2% ) college out of the 60 studied allowed such an option in 1988,
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while in 2 0 0 0 ,1 2 colleges (20% ) required a quantitative, as opposed to a
mathematics, course as part of the general education curriculum.
Balancing the growth in math requirements were increases in the
proportion of colleges requiring history (22% in 1975, 50% in 1988, 53%
in 2000) and fine arts (25% in 1975, 53% in 1988, 65% in 20 00 ).
Interestingly, neither history or the arts had been identified as a growth
area in prior general education research. Of particular interest is the large
increase in the proportion of colleges requiring some study of fine arts
(music, theater and art). This increasing emphasis, along with the growing
importance of math and history, may be an effort by colleges to ensure
students receive the broad liberal education that liberal arts colleges had
been known for in an earlier era.
Finally, the number of colleges including some sort of
interdisciplinary or integrating course work increased from 5 (8% ) in
1975, to 10 (17% ) in 1988, to 16 (27% ) in 2000. This is considerably
less than the 69% of institutions with an interdisciplinary requirement
found by Toombs in 1988 (Toombs, et al, 1991). Why there would be
such a discrepancy is not apparent, it may be due simply to a difference
between the private baccalaureate college and the wider sample of
colleges used in Toombs’ study. It may reflect a difference in
methodology. Less likely, the discrepancy may indicate that the current
research understates the proportion of colleges with such a requirement.
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This could have occurred if college catalogs were unclear regarding the
interdisciplinary nature of specific course requirements.
Diversity
Consistent with the literature on general education, and expected
because of the changing student population, an increasing number of
colleges include issues of diversity in the general education curriculum.
With a more dramatic increase in the latter part of the period studied, 5%
of colleges required study of diverse perspectives in 1975, 18% did in
1988 and in 2000, 52% of the colleges had such a requirement. Even
with this dramatic increase, it is somewhat surprising that only half of the
private baccalaureate colleges studied specifically included diversity in the
general education curriculum. As suggested in the literature, multicultural
and diverse perspectives may be incorporated at any point in the
curriculum (Humphreys, 1997). The proportion of colleges actually
including study of diversity may be understated if colleges embed
discussion of such issues either within general education courses not
specifically designated as diversity, or at other points within the
curriculum.
Development of Skills
Consistent with the literature, a greater proportion of colleges
appears to be giving attention to the development of skills. For instance,
between 1975 and 1988 the proportion of the colleges requiring at least
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one course in English composition increased from 63% to 90%. This trend
reversed somewhat between 1988 and 2000, with a small decline in the
number of colleges requiring a course in English composition. However,
among those that did require English composition, a larger proportion also
required one or more writing intensive courses (10% of all colleges in
1988, 23% in 2000).
An increasing proportion of the colleges require courses in oral
communication. The increases, however, have been small. Fifteen (25% )
colleges required an oral communication or speech class in 1975, 22
(37% ) had such a requirement in 1988 and 24 (40% ) did in 2000.
Between 1975 and 2000 there was an increase from zero to 18%
of the colleges requiring a computer class. This finding is consistent with
Toombs’ 1988 finding of an increasing number of institutions with a
computer requirement (Toombs, et al, 1991). The actual number of
colleges with a computer requirement (11, or 18%) was surprisingly
small, given the prevalence of technology. The small number may be
explained, perhaps, by the fact that computer use is so prevalent, that
students arrive at college with at least a basic level of computer skills
that is sufficient for the academic work expected by the college. It may
be also that the use of technology is embedded in the curriculum, rather
than divided out into a separate class. The issue of computer instruction
was raised at two of the colleges where interviews were conducted. One
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administrator commented that his school had eliminated its computer
requirement in favor of technology use across the curriculum. Another
administrator wondered aloud whether a computer literacy testing
requirement might just as well serve the intent of the existing computer
class.
Finally, colleges are demonstrating a greater attention to the
development of academic skills. In 1988, only one college (2% ) required a
credit bearing student success oriented class. By 2000, 17 (28% ) of the
colleges did. The attention to the academic readiness of entering
students, and their transition to college, may be related to two separate
trends in higher education. First, higher education is attracting an
increasingly diverse student population that has been criticized as being
less academically prepared than previous generations of students. This,
coupled with the increasing competition for students, calls for colleges to
focus some of their energies on student retention. The increasing
proportion of colleges requiring academic skills classes may therefore be a
function of concerns regarding academic preparedness, retention, or
both. One of the persons interviewed stated th at the student success
oriented requirement at her college had been instituted specifically for
retention purposes. It is likely that the 28% figure actually understates
the proportion o f colleges focusing on improving academic skills, as that
figure reflects only those colleges that address academic skills in a credit
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bearing general education class. Not included were those that address
academic skills development in non-credit bearing orientations, or other
forums.
Observations
In addition to the five trends discussed above, three other
observations are worthy of note. First, there appears in some instances
to be a disconnect between academic affairs and admissions personnel, at
least with regard to general education. Although this was noted only in
two of the six schools selected for interviews, the observation was
startling enough to comment on it here. On the one hand, academic
affairs administrators were confident that features of their general
education curriculum formed a centerpiece of the college’s recruiting
efforts. On the other hand, admissions administrators held that general
education played no role in attracting students to the college.
At the very least, these instances raise a question as to whether
key offices in these particular colleges are operating with a common set
of assumptions, and toward a common purpose when it comes to general
education. This points to a more serious issue of clear communication
within and across all colleges.
General education has become quite similar from one college to the
next, and it appears as though the prevailing forces contributing to
general education change are external to the college. It is not at all clear
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that general education change has been undertaken by institutions with
clarity or agreement of purpose, nor is it clear that, except in occasional
instances, general education change has been undertaken with serious
consideration of academic issues, except with regard to related logistical
considerations.
Second, it appears as though transfer students can be powerful
consumers when it comes to general education, at least at colleges that
rely on transfer students to meet their enrollment goals. That the needs
of transfer students would play any more than a minor role in defining the
general education curriculum had not been anticipated. As suggested by
the literature, colleges do, at least under some circumstances, adapt their
general education curriculum to match consumer needs and wishes.
Third, it does appear as though for first time college students,
general education impacts enrollment more through its role in retention
than in recruiting. One college faculty member did comment that a
particular general education component had been introduced for
recruiting purposes. However, the prevailing sense was that general
education played little to no role in the enrollment of first time students.
A t the same time, two colleges commented on the role of general
education in maintaining enrollment, and a third suggested that it was
time to bring back a previous first year seminar that had been geared
toward retention.
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Implications for Practice
Findings from this research suggest several implications for
curriculum committees or others involved with the administration or
oversight of general education. First, the negative impact that general
education may have on the recruiting of transfer students illustrates the
need to look beyond the academic sphere, and to consider the impact of
curriculum change on other college functions. Second, curriculum
committees may want to consider the mechanics of any general
education change, particularly change which involves deviation from the
existing structure. One of the colleges included in the interview sample,
for example, had introduced a thematically oriented requirement th at had
created difficulty for students in scheduling their classes. Given these
two examples of conflict between curriculum and other college
operations, it is recommended that colleges be alert to potential conflicts
and that representatives from a variety of campus offices to be included
in the deliberations regarding general education revision.
Going a step further, colleges not only need to include others in
discussion of general education, they are advised to ensure all college
offices are working from the same set of assumptions and with the same
goals in mind. Using a specific example from this research, if recruitment
is one goal in the revision o f a general education curriculum, then those
involved with recruiting must support and value the use of general
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education as a recruiting tool. Further, curriculum committees must heed
the expertise of those involved with admissions to ensure that the
proposed general education revisions will be attractive enough to
potential students to serve as a recruiting tool.

It is important

that colleges guard against the kind of disconnect illustrated by this
research. Lack of clarity in purpose, and failure to recognize the needs
and interests of students or potential students are illustrations of a
serious failure in communication within the institution and with those that
the institution serves. Such a failure to communicate is a disservice to all
those who have an interest in the institution.
Curriculum committees are urged to consider the general education
trends highlighted by this research and assess the relevance of these
trends for their institution. In particular, colleges are urged to evaluate
their position regarding issues of diversity, and to ensure that the
perspectives of culturally diverse populations are made available to
students.
Curriculum committees, academic leadership, and faculty are
further urged to maintain an ongoing awareness of happenings, internal
and external to the institution, that may have implications for general
education. It is recommended that those most directly involved with
establishing the general education curriculum routinely monitor the
environment to identify trends that may suggest a need for general
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education revision. It is also recommended that colleges regularly
evaluate their program of general education, and that colleges be
intentional with regard to curriculum change rather than making change in
response to educational fashion or institutional crisis.
Finally, because colleges revise general education in a variety of
ways and for a host of reasons, colleges are urged to assess the impacts
of curriculum change to ensure the goals of the curriculum change are
actually met. Although beyond the scope of this study, after a curriculum
revision, assessment is the next logical step. There is a whole body of
literature available to guide assessment efforts.
Remaining Questions and Directions for Future Research
The findings from this research raise several additional questions,
and suggest directions for future research:
1) Discrepancies between prior studies and the current research, with
regard to general education quantity and the prevalence of
interdisciplinary or integrating requirements, suggest that general
education at private baccalaureate colleges may differ from that a t other
types of institutions. Additional research, employing the same
methodology as this study, but with a sample of upper or lower tier
private baccalaureate colleges, or institutions with a different Carnegie
classification, may offer insight as to the relationship between general
education and type of institution.
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2) This research noted the practice of embedding general education
within the broader curriculum. Such a practice provides an additional
option for structuring general education, beyond the distribution and core
options discussed in the literature. This raises questions of the prevalence
of this model and its effectiveness in meeting general education goals and
further, suggests an alternative method of measuring the quantity of
general education. Future research might be designed to address these
questions. In particular, it may be instructive to evaluate the extent to
which additional content or skills development are incorporated across
the curriculum. Examples of such may include ethics instruction in all
upper level classes for all majors, development of communication or
presentation skills in all courses in given disciplines, or incorporation of job
skills development in the final weeks of each term, in each class.
3) This research raised the issue of the impact of accreditation on general
education. Further research might examine accreditation standards,
accreditation reports, and ensuing general education change to more fully
understand the impact of accreditation on general education.
4) A surprising finding of this research was the small number of colleges
incorporating a computer related class into the general education
curriculum. Research geared to determine who else at the college may be
providing such instruction (e.g., libraries, informal study groups, etc.), and
how colleges and college students use computers for academic purposes,
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may provide some explanation, and may also be instructive for faculty or
anyone else involved in curriculum design.
5)This research included a preliminary exploration into the question of the
relationship between enrollment and general education. The overall sense
was that as prospective students consider their college options, they are
largely unaware of general education curricula. Survey and focus group
research among high school seniors, or other prospective college
students may provide more definitive information regarding the
importance of general education to prospective students. Findings of
such a study could be valuable to both curriculum committees and offices
of enrollment management.
6 ) Although this study has identified specific changes in general
education, it is not at all clear what the outcomes of these changes have
been. Additional research designed to investigate the impacts of these
changes in general education, both on students and on the institutions
themselves, would provide some answers regarding outcomes. It would
further provide guidance to curriculum committees and others struggling
to define the most appropriate general education for a given institution.
7) While this research considered enrollment patterns in identifying
colleges to include in the second phase of research, it did not consider
demographic changes in the colleges’ student population. Research which
considers both the changing composition of specific institutions’
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enrollment, alongside general education patterns may reveal the impact
of changing demographics and may further provide insight into the
responsiveness of colleges to the needs of different types of students.
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APPENDIX A
SAMPLE COLLEGES

Carnegie Classification

US News
Tier

State

Liberal Arts

2

GA

Allegheny

Liberal Arts

2

PA

Alma

Liberal Arts

3

Ml

Alvemia

General

3

PA

Atlantic Union

General

3

MA

Augustana

Liberal Arts

3

IL

Barton

General

2

NC

Belmont Abbey College

General

2

NC

Blue Mountain

General

3

MS

Caldwell College

General

2

NJ

Central Methodist

General

3

MO

Christian Heritage

Liberal Arts

3

CA

Clearwater Christian

General

3

FL

Coe College

Liberal Arts

3

IA

College of Saint Benedict

Liberal Arts

3

MN

College of Wooster

Liberal Arts

2

OH

Columbia

General

3

MO

Cornell College

Liberal Arts

3

IA

College

Baccalaureate -

Agnes Scott College
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Carnegie Classification
College

Baccalaureate -

Dana College

US News
Tier

State

General

2

NE

Davis and Elkins College

General

2

WV

Eureka College

General

2

IL

Evangel College

General

3

MO

Felician College

General

3

NJ

Gettysburg College

Liberal Arts

2

PA

3

IN

Grace College and Seminary General
Guilford College

Liberal Arts

3

NC

Gustavus Adolphus College

Liberal Arts

2

MN

Hendrix College

Liberal Arts

3

ARK

Hiram College

Liberal Arts

2

OH

Hollins University

Liberal Arts

2

VA

Hope College

Liberal Arts

3

Ml

Juniata College

Liberal Arts

3

PA

Knox College

Liberal Arts

2

IL

Lakeland College

General

3

Wl

Lambuth University

General

2

TN

Lubbock Christian College

General

3

TX
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Carnegie Classification
College

Baccalaureate -

Tier________ State

Luther College

Liberal Arts

3

IA

MacMurray College

General

2

IL

McPherson College

General

2

KS

Midland Lutheran College

General

3

NE

Newberry College

General

2

SC

Northland College

General

2

Wl

Northwest College

General

3

WA

Notre Dame College of
Ohio
Ohio Wesleyan College

General

2

OH

Liberal Arts

2

OH

Ottawa College

General

3

KS

Presybterian College

Liberal Arts

2

SC

Randolph-Macon Womans

Liberal Arts

2

VA

Reed College

Liberal Arts

2

OR

Saint Olaf College

Liberal Arts

2

MN

Thiel College

General

2

PA

Union College

General

3

NE

Utica College

General

2

NY
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Carnegie Classification
College

Baccalaureate -

Wabash

US News
Tier

State

Liberal Arts

2

IN

Warner Pacific

Liberal Arts

3

OR

Washington College

Liberal Arts

3

MD

Wells

Liberal Arts

3

NY

Western Baptist College

General

3

OR

Westminster

Liberal Arts

3

PA

Wheaton

Liberal Arts

2

MA
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APPENDIX B: FALL ENROLLMENT
________ 1975
541
AGNES SCOTT COLLEGE
ALLEGHENY COLLEGE
1921
ALMA COLLEGE
1116
ALVERNIA COLLEGE
467
ATLANTIC UNION COLLEGE
727
AUGUSTANA COLLEGE
2124
BARTON COLLEGE**
1619
BELMONT ABBEY COLLEGE
671
BLUE MOUNTAIN COLLEGE
250
CALDWELL COLLEGE
790
CENTRAL METHODIST COLLEGE
681
CHRISTIAN HERITAGE C
294
CLEARWATER CHRISTIAN C
155
COE COLLEGE
1055
COLLEGE OF SAINT BENEDICT
1490
COLLEGE OF WOOSTER
1845
COLUMBIA COLLEGE
4952
CORNELL COLLEGE
895
DANA COLLEGE
569
DAVIS AND ELKINS COLLEGE
862
EUREKA COLLEGE
429
EVANGEL COLLEGE
1049
FELICIAN COLLEGE
684
GETTYSBURG COLLEGE
1949
GRACE THEOL SEM & COLLEGE
648
GUILFORD COLLEGE
1606
GUSTAVUS ADOLPHUS COLLEGE 2030
HENDRIX COLLEGE
1016
HIRAM COLLEGE
1163
HOLLINS COLLEGE
952
HOPE COLLEGE
2098
JUNIATA COLLEGE
1055
KNOX COLLEGE
1095
491
LAKELAND COLLEGE
LAMBUTH COLLEGE
789
LUBBOCK CHRISTIAN COLLEGE
1121
LUTHER COLLEGE
1811
MACMURRAY COLLEGE
673
School

1977
518
1870
1158
483
652
2081
1606
624
263
537
592
452
167
994
1572
1800
2359
837
468
847
407
1240
594
1920
684
1627
2122
949
1193
943
2158
1111
964
554
728
1054
1892
642

1979
514
1908
1176
602
583
2093
1613
752
548
668
389
184
1128
1626
1803
2322
893
610
921
415
1469
610
1937
741
1606
2207
973
1122
854
2157
1242
975
572
653
1236
1996
583

1988
517
1990
1198
1060
795
2241
1382
1052
332
945
710
399
353
1242
1961
1895
3566
1129
489
769
500
1564
609
2022
769
1755
2451
1025
1220
897
2781
1137
1024
1535
747
1073
2160
842

1990
593
1810
1229
1099
795
2253
1718
1022
347
1187
887
327
419
1250
1916
1877
4214
1140
507
890
441
1540
730
2074
643
1753
2371
1006
1341
922
2813
1134
945
1967
769
1018
2216
1116

1995
577
1844
1433
1355
935
2197
1401
773
432
1609
1184
454
528
1312
1897
1702
6229
1169
661
782
486
1555
1128
2054
680
1512
2398
959
1128
882
2919
1065
1125
3224
1195
1192
2368
1324

1996
693
1901
1380
1326
663
2214
1295
831
411
1646
1152
557
538
1202
1958
1755
6719
1105
614
750
486
1574
1192
2054
624
1426
2432
982
1129
858
2849
1161
1134
3038
1027
1105
2409
1265
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1997
752
1890
1407
1214
725
2277
1303
834
478
1716
1258
617
604
1253
1980
1714
7384
1079
594
683
511
1616
1140
2111
765
1402
2418
1034
1151
866
2911
1204
1195
3173
1012
1151
2400
647

112

School
MIDLAND LUTHERAN COLLEGE
NEWBERRY COLLEGE
NORTHLAND COLLEGE
NORTHWEST COLLEGE
NOTRE DAME COLLEGE OF OHIO
OHIO WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY
OTTAWA UNIVERSITY
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE
RANDOLPH-MACON WOMAN’S C
REED COLLEGE
SAINT OLAF COLLEGE
THIEL COLLEGE
UNION COLLEGE
SYRACUSE U UTICA COLLEGE
WABASH COLLEGE
WARNER PACIFIC COLLEGE
WASHINGTON COLLEGE
WELLS COLLEGE
Western Baptist College
WESTMINSTER COLLEGE
WHEATON COLLEGE

1974
697
839
707
612
526
2208
777
828
695
1134
2647
1704
1060
846
839
383
791
464
1473
1113

1977
725
866
594
775
715
2385
740
910
733
1127
2934
1006
794
1645
786
357
718
535
383
1538 1504
1321 1205

1975
775
817
677
682
583
2321
780
812
724
1195
2867
1023
832
1498
824
423
691
499

Fall
1979
910
686
647
579
748
1773
521
1108
746
1263
3118
917
615
2523
872
350
901
408
328
1387
1160

1988
960
709
756
681
848
2045
536
1133
691
1301
3097
943
617
2553
854
448
946
381
417
1495
1262

1990
1030
620
850
824
653
1712
647
1186
724
1276
2936
1026
551
2029
790
663
924
385
694
1552
1315

In 1975, Barton College was named Atlantic Christian College
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1995
1062
700
879
802
611
1835
696
1150
698
1306
2959
980
527
1932
824
595
1006
379
720
1466
1406

1996
1033
716
875
858
597
1893
521
1118
732
1316
2975
982
603
1998
793
630
1067
312
701
1444
1443

APPENDIX C
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

Set A - Admissions Directors
1. Your college has maintained or increased its enrollment at a time
when many baccalaureate colleges are struggling. What do you see as
the difference between your college and the colleges th at have
declining enrollment? Is there anything else?
2. What do you think are the most important reasons students select
your college over other colleges? What about that do you think is
attractive to students?
3. What role does your college’s curriculum play in recruiting or
enrolling students? Does the college collect any information about this
in a systematic way? How might I have access to the information?
Does the college collect it informally? How is it used?
4. I’d like ask a few questions about the general education portion of
your curriculum. Just to ensure we are both talking about the same
thing, what I mean by general education are those requirements, such
as English composition, for example, that are common to all students,
regardless of their major. Some schools call this general education,
others may refer to it as the core curriculum or distribution
requirements and some have other names for it. Is it clear to you
what I am talking about? What role, then, does the general education
portion of the curriculum play in recruiting or enrolling students? How
do students find out about general education prior to acceptance? Is
general education addressed in any of your recruiting materials? How
about in your conversations with prospective students?
5 . _________________ in your general education curriculum is fairly
unique. What effect does this element have on attracting or enrolling
students? Why do you think this is the case?
113
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6. in the last 10 years or so, general education at your college has
changed in several ways, for exam ple,___________________. Could you
describe from your perspective the relationship between enrollment
and changes in the general education curriculum at (college name).
Why do you think that is true?
7. Do you have any other comments that might help me understand
general education or enrollment trends at your college?

Set B - Academic Deans or Chief Academic Affairs Officer

1. Your college has maintained/increased its enrollment at a time when
many baccalaureate colleges are struggling. What do you see as the
difference between your college and the colleges that have declining
enrollment?
2. What role does your college’s curriculum play in recruiting or
enrolling students? Does the college collect this information in any
systematic way? How might I have access to the information? Does
the college collect it informally? How is it used?
3. I’d like ask a few questions about the general education portion of
your curriculum. Just to ensure we are both talking about the same
thing, what I mean by general education are those requirements, such
as English composition, for example, that are common to all students,
regardless of their major. Some schools call this general education,
others may refer to it as the core curriculum or distribution
requirements and some have other names for it. Is it clear to you
what I am talking about? What role, then, does the general education
portion of the curriculum play in recruiting or enrolling students? How
do students find out about general education prior to acceptance?
4 . _____________in your general education curriculum is fairly unique.
What effect does this element have on attracting or enrolling
students? Why do you think this is the case?
5. General Education at your college has changed since the late 19 8 0 ’s
in at least several ways, for exam ple,___________________ Were you
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working at (college) when those changes were made? Were you part of
the changes or influenced or impacted by them OR Even though you
weren’t there at the time, are you knowledgeable about any of those
changes? (If not - Who might be knowledgeable? How could I contact
them? Skip to Question 7)
6. Can you tell me why the general education curriculum was revised?
According to the literature, colleges may change their curriculum in
response to external changes, such as changing student demographics,
a changing job market, or financial stress. Did any of these factors
play a role in the general education revision? Why/how?
7. Your general education curriculum is somewhat unique in th at
__________ . Why were these/this particular element(s) was
introduced?
8. Do you think this (unique element) plays any role in attracting
students to your institution? Why/Why Not?
9. Do you have any other comments that might help me understand
general education or enrollment trends at your college?
Set C - Interview Person Involved in or Knowledgeable regarding General
Education Revisions

I’d like ask a few questions about the general education portion of your
curriculum. Just to ensure we are both talking about the same thing,
what I mean by general education are those requirements, such as
English composition, for example, that are common to all students,
regardless of their major. Some schools call this general education,
others may refer to it as the core curriculum or distribution
requirements and some have other names for it. Is it clear to you
what I am talking about? What role, then, does the general education
portion of the curriculum play in recruiting or enrolling students? How
do students find out about general education prior to acceptance?
1 . 1 understand you were involved in (or are knowledgeable about) some
of the revisions in the general education curriculum in the last 10
years or so, at your college. What was your involvement? Who else
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was involved? How might I get in touch with any of those individuals?
2. Why was the general education curriculum revised? According to the
literature, colleges may change their curriculum in response to
external changes, such as changing student demographics, a changing
job market, or financial stress. Did any of these factors play a role in
the general education revision? Why/how? Was there anything else
that contributed to decisions to make changes to the general
education curriculum?
3. Your general education curriculum is somewhat unique in that
__________ . Do you know why these/this particular element was
introduced? Who might know?
4. Do you think this element plays any role in attracting students to
your institution? Why/Why Not?
5. Do you have any other comments that might help me understand
changes to general education your college?
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APPENDIX D
INTERVIEW FINDINGS
Descriptions and interview findings from each six colleges
selected for further study follow. To maintain some degree of
anonymity, colleges are identified in the discussion as ‘College A’,
‘College B \ and so on.
College A

College A is one of the four colleges founded in the latter half of
the nineteenth century. It is located in a rural area in a Midwestern
state, and is affiliated with the Lutheran Church. Of the six schools
selected for interviews, its enrollment is the smallest. It is the least
selective of the six, offering admission to more than 95% of
applicants, based on acceptance rates published by U.S. News (2 0 0 2 ).
Its freshman retention rate, at just under 75%, is the lowest o f the six
colleges. (U.S. News, 20 02 ). Similar to the other five colleges, College
A's student population is predominantly female. The majority o f
students live in college housing, and 95% are younger than 25 years
old. Only 35% of students graduate in six years.
Between 1975 and 1997, College A’s enrollment fluctuated
considerably, ranging from fewer than 500 students at two different
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points to more than 650 in 1995. Between 1988 and 1995, College A’s
enrollment increased 35%. From the high in 1995, enrollment
decreased in 1996, 1997 and, according to unofficial figures, in 2000
as well. Nevertheless, enrollment at college A did experience a net
increase of four percent between 1975 and 1997, and an increase of
21% between 1988 and 1997.
College A’s general education is similar to most other schools in
the sample, in that it is a combination of prescribed courses and
distribution. Like many other colleges, it requires English composition,
physical education, an oral communications course, foreign language
and a religion course. Its distribution system (except for the one
religion course) is built not strictly around academic departments or
disciplines, but around areas of ‘human inquiry’. Distribution areas
include Human Organization and Development, Scientific Inquiry,
Aesthetic Experience, and Culture. Students must select courses
from each of the distribution areas, except that in which their selected
major is located. College A is somewhat distinctive also in that it
requires students pass a math competency test, but requires no math
courses. Finally, what College A considers the centerpiece of its
general education program, is a reading and discussion program in
which all students and faculty participate. Student groups are
intentionally comprised of students from various majors, ranging from
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Freshmen to Seniors. Faculty meet with a different group each class
period.
College A’s general education in 1988 was a bit more traditional.
Its distribution system was organized strictly according to department
and divisional areas (i.e. social science, natural science, humanities). It
also required 60 hours of general education, rather than the 49 hours
required in 2000. The reduction in hours was accomplished by dropping
the math requirement, and decreasing the required hours in religion,
foreign language, and distribution areas.
Three people at College A were interviewed: the Provost/Dean of
the College, the Assistant Dean who also serves as a faculty member,
and the college’s first permanent Director of Admissions who had been
on staff for about a month. Two of the three interviewed commented
that enrollment at College A was not as high as the college would like it
to be. One commented on the difficulties of being a small college and
the importance of maintaining enrollment, “ As a small college it is
hard to survive. The majority of my time is spent on that. It influences
everything you do. With smaller endowments you have one foot in the
grave all the tim e .... Tuition is a factor with everything. If you lose one
student it affects your budget and programs.”
There was uncertainty as to the role of curriculum, and
specifically general education, with regard to enrollment. One person
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commented, aWe debate this weekly. Curriculum plays a role, not a
major role. It could play a bigger role if it were marketed. Any more, it
is a m atter of marketing.” Some one else commented, “I doubt
nowadays that students go anywhere based on any part of general
education. ... I think the decisions are affective or emotional.” Another
commented, “That can be debated. The faculty would say they are
proudest of the [reading and discussion] program. Students might say
they are not so big on that. They come here and it’s something you
have to do.” Still, there was a sense that general education played a
role in retention. “ The [reading and discussion] program brings lots of
different faculty and different students together, it is healthy for the
community. ... This has been an important piece in maintaining
enrollm ent.”
Expectations of accreditors appears to play the largest role in
general education change at College A. One person commented, “ Also
there are outside agencies which are able to dictate, NCATE and the
social work and business accreditation groups. We are a member,
which is good, but sometimes our discussions are initiated due to
external requirements.” The same person also commented “There
were outside pressures and the need to reduce the credit hours in
general education.” Another noted, “There are more and more
requirements from accrediting agencies, requirements for more hours
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in the major. You can’t just keep adding things on when you have a four
year program."
Faculty interest, student success issues, and finances also
appear to play a role in general education change at College A. One
person suggested, “... so as people change, people on the committee
change, ideas of general education change. It is good to have the influx
of new ideas, yet bad if you’re looking for consistency.” Another
person expressed th at general education changes, “Because we are
alive and engaged in education. We have passions, sometimes changing
passions, and interaction among the faculty.”
Speaking to the issues of student success, one individual stated,
“The freshman experience grew out of the first year students’ need
for a common experience. It was an introduction to college and
academic issues. ... We feel strongly now that we need another first
semester common experience, so we are working on one. It will be in
place in the next year or so.” The original first year program had been
dropped from the general education curriculum, “due to a number of
issues, mostly staffing and financial resources. We couldn’t hire
additional faculty to staff it and the existing faculty were stretched to
the max.”

College B
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College B was a bit different than the other five colleges
selected for interviews. Like only one other of the six colleges, it was
founded after 1960. Forty percent of its student population is 25 or
older. Only twenty-two percent of students live in college housing. Of
the six colleges, it is the most selective, admitting fewer than 70% of
those who apply. It is also the most diverse, with 13% of its students
African American and 16% Hispanic. Its freshman retention rate, at
just over 75%, is in line with the other schools. Its six year graduation
rate, however, is the lowest of the six schools, at 30%. College B is a
Roman Catholic college located in a suburban area on the East Coast.
Enrollment at College B declined by about 13% (9 0 students)
between 1975 and 1977. Since 1977, College B’s enrollment has
steadily increased, from just under 600 students in 1977 to more than
1200 in 1997. This represents an overall increase of 67% between
1975 and 1997, and an astounding 87% increase between 1988 and
1997.
College B’s general education program was perhaps the most
distinctive of all 60 colleges included in the larger sample. It was
comprised of English composition, religious studies, and a 42 credit
prescribed interdisciplinary core curriculum. This core curriculum was
divided into three groupings, designed to address critical thinking skills,
problem solving skills and rational judgment. Across groupings, all
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courses were bound together with a common theme. The three
groupings were designed to build upon one another, and students were
required to complete all Group 1 courses before moving on to Group 2,
and then to Group 3. Interestingly, after the year 2000 catalog was
printed, and in the midst of the 2000-2001 academic year, the general
education curriculum was modified considerably.
Although the total number of general education hours were
similar in 1988 and 2000, College B’s general education program in
2000 was a dramatic departure from its 1988 general education
curriculum. In 1988 College B had a departmental^ based distribution
system in which students were required to select one to two courses
from each of eight different departments.
Two persons were interviewed at College B: the Vice President of
Academic Affairs and the Vice President of Enrollment Services. Both
persons interviewed thought the curriculum, specifically the available
majors, played an important role in attracting students to College B.
One commented “ I think the fact that we offer programs in health
sciences and in teacher education, two of the career choices th at are
way up in the list [attracts students]. We prepare people to be
professionals.” The other stated, “ The Sisters are always active in
the community in health care and education, so these are two o f our
strong programs, medical arts and education.” The same person also
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noted, “We try to keep up with the trends,... You have to pay
attention to marketing trends. For example, students are always
interested in business. ... The curriculum always pays attention to new
trends and getting our market share of students.”
In spite of the important role of academic majors, neither of the
persons interviewed thought general education was important in
attracting freshman to College B. One noted, “It plays some role. I
don’t think it plays a large role.” The other commented, “ Well, its not
that Freshmen ever think about general education and what it means,
but students understand that there is a core they have to take across
the curriculum.” When it came to transfer students, the story was
quite different, however. One of the
persons commented, “It becomes important to students, or they have
an awareness of it, if they want to transfer.” The other said, “We had
a good one [general education curriculum] th at was interdisciplinary,
but was hard to transfer into. The students who came here as
transfer students had to take all of that because they didn’t have
anything th at fit into the general education program here.”
The difficulty of transfer students was the primary reason for
the most recent change in College B’s general education curriculum.
The former interdisciplinary core had been developed by faculty
initiative. “People were looking toward developing an innovative core. It
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had administration support and was written up in the newspapers. It
made a big impression.” Slowly, however the interdisciplinary nature of
the curriculum faded. “As new faculty came in who weren’t part of the
process of implementing the general education program they didn't
approach it from the same interdisciplinary point of view. ... Students
were taking the same course, but depending on the instructor the
content would be different. It lost what it was intended to do.” So, in
the midst of the academic year, the general education curriculum was
changed because, “It was a big problem with transfer students coming
in. Their courses didn’t transfer it and they didn’t want to repeat
courses. ... Now we are down to six courses, and they have rearranged
the content.

It’s easier for transfer students to receive credit.”

In this instance, the general education curriculum was changed
specifically because of, "Demands of the market. It was a very
rigorous core. It required too many credits...” Both persons
interviewed at College B agreed that "Curriculum impacts greatly
where you are considering transfer students. ... We have gotten a
smaller and smaller number of transfer students each year. ...
Transfers are getting lower because parents are becoming aware that
whenever you transfer it costs money and credits.”

College C
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College C, located in a Midwestern city, was founded by the
Presbyterian church in the mid nineteenth century. Like three of the
other schools selected for interviews, College C offers admission to
approximately 80% of those who apply. Ninety-seven percent of its
students are younger than 25, and nearly 85% live in college housing.
College C’s freshman retention rate, at 82%, is among the best of the
six colleges. Its six year graduation rate of 59% ranks fourth (from
best to worst) among the six schools.
College C’s enrollment grew 18% (approximately 200 students)
between 1975 and 1988. Enrollment figures in 1988, 1990, 1997 and
unofficially in 2000, were similar, hovering around 1250. There were
fluctuations in 1995 and 1996, however, dropping to about 1200, then
increasing to about 1300, before settling back at the 1250 mark in
1997. Overall, College C’s enrollment increased 18 percent between
1975 and 1988, but less than one percent between 1988 and 1997.
College C’s General Education in 2000 had several somewhat
distinctive features. It required no course in English composition, but
required 5 writing intensive courses, far more than the one or two
such courses required at a number of other schools. It required two
courses each, selected from a variety of disciplines, exploring Western
Perspectives and Non-Western Perspectives. College C did not require
math specifically, but rather courses in quantitative and behavioral
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analysis, also selected from among a variety of disciplines. In addition,
College C required courses in Creative Expression and in Science. In
selecting courses, students had to ensure they completed at least one
course in each of the college’s academic divisions. Finally, College C
was most distinctive in the way it included career preparation in its
general education.
Four separate elements are included in College C’s career
preparation program. Students must all participate in three career
service workshops: resume writing, interview skills and one additional
workshop. All students volunteer for five hours of community service,
far fewer than the 20 to 45 hours required at some of the other
colleges in the 60 school sample. Students must attend a dinner where
a nationally recognized figure speaks regarding a social issue. The
speech is followed by discussion and debate with other students and
with faculty members. Finally, in their junior or senior year, students
are required to complete a practicum experience which may be
satisfied by an internship, study abroad, independent research or an
honors project. This series of 4 requirements (workshops, community
service, dinner and practicum) is intended to help students make
connections between their liberal arts education and their career or
graduate school plans.
College C’s 2000 general education was really quite similar to
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what it had been in 1988. The only changes were the addition of the
Quantitative and Behavioral Analysis requirement, a change from three
to five writing intensive courses, the addition of the career planning
requirements, and a decrease in the number of hours required in
several other areas.
Three people at College C were interviewed: the Vice President of
Academic Affairs and Dean of the Faculty, the Director of Admissions,
and the Secretary to the Faculty, a faculty member who had been
involved in general education revisions over the years.
Two of the three people interviewed believed that the
experiential component of general education (and the workshops,
volunteer service and dinner linked with it) plays a role in attracting
students to College C. One person commented, “To some degree it has
played a role. It is always hard to tell. On the incoming student survey
that asks why they choose a particular institution a number of
students marked interest in the [experiential component].” A second
person was firmer in their assertion of the importance of this
particular element. “It plays a key role. Four years ago we created the
[experiential component] as part of our general education. We have
marketed it pretty aggressively.” Interestingly, none of the links on
College C’s web page lead to information about this particular part of
general education. It is only by using the web page’s search feature
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that an interested student might find a description of this element of
general education. The third person didn’t believe any portion of
general education attracted students to the college. This person held
that the academic calendar with a January term allowing for
internships or travel abroad, combined with an option to double major,
was most attractive to prospective students.
According to one of the people interviewed, the experiential
component of general education was introduced to give “a better
perspective about how to apply a liberal arts education. This gives
[students] an idea about how they can do that, in a safe protected
environment at the college.” A different person was more direct as to
why this particular element was added to the general education
curriculum. He stated, "The experiential learning was added for a
number of reasons. One reason was a marketing reason. We were
looking for something as a device to attract students to [College C].
We already had students traveling abroad or doing internships. ... We
were trying to zero in on this and use it to bring others the the college.
[The experiential component’s name] came from the admissions and
marketing people - it was a catchy phrase.” He also affirmed the
program intent noted by the first person saying, “ We were trying to
look at making a transition for students from the college setting to
post college careers.” This individual also commented on the shift
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toward vocationalism noted in the literature, “ Students are more
career and job oriented that they were 20 years ago. They are taking
things that are beneficial to them instead of just for the love of
learning.”
Academic concerns and retention were also named as reasons
for recent changes in general education. First, College C’s distribution
system was reorganized a bit to enable students to more easily
schedule their classes. Students had been required to select their
Western and non-Western emphasis from a common theme, but had
difficulty meeting all requirements because of scheduling conflicts. The
required number of courses in these areas was reduced and the
thematic approach was dropped. Second, additional writing intensive
courses were added, “to enhance the idea that writing is important
across the entire curriculum, not just in literature or rhetoric, but for
example in the sciences as well.” Finally, “The first year seminar... was
somewhat driven by retention.”
College C is currently considering additional changes to its
general education curriculum. One person noted, “Within the next year
we will look a t general education again and may revise it." This
individual wasn’t willing to explain why or what type of additional
changes may be considered. Another person commented, “They are
looking to do some revision. From time to time it gets a little
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complicated. They may try to simplify it or refine it so the road map is
easier to follow.” The third person explained, “Right now we are looking
at a potential change in teaching load for faculty. The teaching load
right now is seven courses per year, which is high. ... As we work on
the [strategic] plan, depending on how faculty positions are
distributed, we may need to make changes in general education,
because of student demands and meeting student needs. We may allow
additional classes to meet some of the requirements, and so on, but
not major changes.”
College D

College D was the only women’s college among the six colleges
selected for interviews. College D, located in an East Coast city, was
founded by the Methodist church in the late nineteenth century. Of the
six schools, it draws the largest number of students from out of state
(58% , compared with the next highest 45% ), and the largest number of
international students (10% ). Ten percent of College D’s students are
25 or older, and typical of liberal arts colleges the vast majority (84% )
live in campus housing. College D’s freshman retention rate is 77%,
similar to most of the other five schools. Its six year graduation rate
is 64%, second best of the group. Of the six schools, College D is the
only one of the six that does not offer a degree in business
management. For students interested in a professional degree, College
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D does offer a degree in education, and offers a nursing program in
cooperation with another college. Nursing students must complete
their fourth and fifth year of education at the cooperating college. Of
all the schools, College D’s curriculum most resembles the traditional
liberal arts curriculum.
College D’s enrollment increased steadily between 1975 and
1988, resulting in a seven percent (5 0 student) growth in enrollment.
Enrollment began to fluctuate a bit after 1988, moving back and forth
between about 750 to just under 700. Although enrollment at College D
was 14 students fewer (two percent) in 1997 than in 1988, an
unofficial figure placed enrollment in 2000 at two students more than
that in 1988. Overall, College D’s enrollment grew five percent between
1975 and 1997, declined two percent between 1988 and 1997, and
was essentially the same in 2000 as it had been in 1988.
College D’s general education is, for the most part, a fairly
typical system of department and division distribution. College D is a
bit different in that it has four separate diversity requirements that
must be met by all students: women’s studies, and traditions and
cultures of the United States, of Europe, and of Asia, Africa, the
Middle East or Latin America.
The predominant change in College D’s general education between
1988 and 20 00 was a decline in the number of general education hours,
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accomplished by eliminating a freshman colloquium and decreasing the
number of required hours in nearly all distribution areas. This was
accompanied by an expansion in the diversity requirements.
College D faces challenges to maintain its enrollment. One of the
people interviewed commented, “ Its not easy to get our class. These
are not good times. Our discount rate is high. We get students, but it
costs. The picture is not all rosy.” She continued, noting the all female
student population, “ Only four percent of high school girls are willing
to consider a women’s college. A much lower percentage actually
attends one. ... Our financial aid is generous. Sometimes I feel like we
buy them, but they’re not sold.”
Three people at College D were interviewed: the Dean of the
College, the Director of Admissions and the Assistant Dean/faculty
member.
There were mixed feelings with regard to the role of curriculum
in attracting students to College D. One person noted, “Sometimes
curriculum plays a very negative role, as in you don’t have a [specific]
degree, while we do have a program although not a degree in these
areas. When asked if general education plays a role in recruiting or
enrolling students, the same person commented, speaking fairly
generally, “Yes, I think so. ... If it is done right, general education
should be able to embody the mission statement. If it is done well it
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becomes a marketing tool.” Another person at College D noted,
“Students aren’t savvy enough. It can be a deterrent, but not an
attraction. .. A student may go somewhere because there are no
requirements. That may be attractive. ...Parents may look at general
education and point it out to students, it takes a lot to help students
understand.” The third person commented, M I don’t think prospective
students look too closely at general education when selecting an
institution.” Rather, students choose to attend College D for the small
class size, community atmosphere and personalized attention they
receive.
General education at College D changed dramatically in the late
198 0 ’s (prior to 1988), moving from a system of few requirements
accompanied by distributional guidelines (adhered to by 60% of
students) to a much more structured system. Echoing comments
made earlier regarding college mission, this change was driven in part
by a desire to be more true to the college mission statement.
According to one of the people interviewed, “We had difficulty making
the case that we were ensuring breadth of knowledge and learning.
Careerism was screaming. The faculty voted to strengthen general
education... We were not providing the breadth that was in our mission
statem ent.” The more recent adoption of the broad diversity
requirement “came with the mission statement. The diversity grows
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out of the mission statement, it actually came because of it. First, we
are a women’s college, we felt the students should have a course
dealing with women’s issues. ... The diversity issue is a major portion
of the mission, a global perspective was in the mission statement in
1973, long before it was popularized.”
Like College C, College D is discussing changes to its general
education curriculum. No details of potential changes were available.
College E

College E, a Protestant non-denominational college was founded in
the second half of the twentieth century. Located in a West Coast
suburb, College E shares a campus with both a lower and secondary
school, and a non-denominational community church. College E has just
under 700 students enrolled, all of whom are expected to be active
members of a local church. Similar to three of the other six schools,
College E accepts approximately 80% of applications. Nearly two-thirds
of its students are women and, according to one person interviewed,
30% are adults. Ethnicity and the proportion of students living in
college housing was not available, although all unmarried students
under age 25 who do not live with their families are required to live in
college housing. Similar to most of the other schools, College E has a
freshman retention rate of 78%. Ranking fourth (from highest to
lowest), its six year graduation rate is 40%.
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College E more than doubled its student population between 1975
and 1977, growing fairly steadily from just under 300 students in
1975 to more than 60 0 in 1997. There were two periods of decline,
between 1977 and 1979 and between 1988 and 1990. In both cases,
by the next year for which enrollment figures were available, the
college again showed an enrollment increase.
College E, with 84 hours of general education, (68% of the hours
for graduation), requires more general education than any other of the
60 schools studied.

General education at College E is largely

prescribed, although there is also a distribution system through which
students select history, science, literature, social science and
humanities courses. Additional required courses are the fairly typical
English composition, oral communication, and math, as well as
computer science and a college success and career oriented freshman
class. What sets College E apart from other colleges, aside from the
quantity of general education, is the heavy concentration of religion
classes. Students enroll in 24 hours of religiously oriented course
work: 12 hours of Biblical Studies, three each of world religions and
scientific models of origins, and six hours of philosophy from a
religious perspective. In addition, all students are required to complete
a 45 hour student ministry requirement each semester except their
first and last.
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College E’s general education in 2000 closely resembled th at of
1988. There was just more of it in 2000. Between 1988 and 2000
College E added computer science, career planning and literature, and
restructured its religion requirements. College E also introduced a bit
more student choice between 1988 and 2000. The required biological
science and physical science courses of 1988 were replaced with a
distribution requirement of two science courses, and instead of the
prescribed history course, students in 2000 were given a choice
between U. S. history and world history.
Three people at College E were interviewed: the Vice President of
Academic Affairs, the Director of Admissions and the Assessment
Coordinator who also serves as a faculty member.
College E draws a very specific type of student who is attracted
by the Biblical focus of the college. As one administrator commented,
“We have a pretty specific mission statement that draws on a more
selective student population. Students come to us because of who we
are. We teach creationism, and that, and who we are, doesn’t change.”
Another noted, “ We also appeal quite a bit to the home school
community because of our [small] size and dedication to creation
science and integrated faith/learning.”
Opinions were rather mixed as to the role general education plays
in attracting students to College E. Any role general education does
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play derives from the strong religious orientation of the college. As
one person stated, “The one thing that does set us apart with our
general education is the fact that students do take a Bible class every
semester. ... It is a selling point that along with their general education
they will be exposed to the normal classes as elsewhere and they will
almost get a minor in Bible.” Another said, “ I’m not sure it [general
education] plays much of a role. Most of the students are mostly
focused on their major. A lot view general education as an
encumbrance.” The same person later added, “A lot of students come
here for the Biblical integration. They tend not to think of courses like
Scientific Creationism or World Religions as general education.” That
College E is a liberal arts college is appealing as well. “We do find
students like the liberal arts education with the Bible component rather
than just attending a Bible College.”
General Education change at College E has been driven in part by
a desire to offer more student choice. One person noted, “ The overall
thrust has been to give students some choices in the general education
courses they take.” Another clarified, “We have tried to create more
options. There were two history classes and you took those two
history classes. Now there are four, so students can take American or
World history.” Accreditation figured into some of the additional
offerings. “ We have also broadened our science elective, added a lab
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and an additional science requirement. That was one of our weaknesses
on accreditation.”
College E has also attempted to address career needs of
students in general education. The college added computer classes,
“with an understanding of what was happening in the [employment]
marketplace.” The former college orientation class was revised to
include various assessment tools because faculty, “wanted it to be
something that helps students develop a clear sense of how college
relates to their goals beyond college.”
Finally College E has amended general education to broaden its
students’ world view. A literature requirement was added because,
“Literature broadens their perspective and ensures they are exposed
to the world at large and various cultures and aesthetic issues.” Along
the same lines, “Some of incorporating cultural elements had to do
with demographic changes. In [this state] we have a diverse population
and it is changing more and more. We have this to help students
address these issues in a balanced way.”
Finally, like College B, College E revised its general education
curriculum with transfer students in mind. Specifically it broadened its
social science distribution because, “we need to maximize the ability to
count the general education units they [transfer students] took
elsewhere. Also ... we made an adjustment for transfer students. Now
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they have to take one special [religion] course each semester [they
are in residence], because to take all the special courses would take
another year. It became a financial aid issue and an issue with
parents.”
College E, like College C and College D, is engaged in conversation
regarding potential changes in general education. Their struggle
revolves not around content but around philosophical issues important
to the college. While recent changes in general education have resulted
in more student choice, College E also wants to, “avoid the make your
own degree program where students are allowed to randomly pick their
general education courses.” Acknowledging the shape of general
education at the majority of colleges, one person commented, “The
trend is toward a smorgasbord general education at may institutions.”
She explained College E’s struggle in defining its own general education.
“ Are we going to say just take six units, or are we going to be
specific? We probably have a more traditional perspective on general
education.” The college is also considering adding an honors general
education option. This raises philosophical concerns as well. “The
discussion is complicated because we have a strong feeling we don’t
honor one faculty member over another.... That carries over in to our
perspective on student achievement to some extent. ... We will
proceed experimentally.”
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College F

College F, founded by the Presbyterian church in the mid
nineteenth century, is located in a rural area on the East Coast. Of the
six schools selected for interviews, College F is the largest with more
than 1450 students. College F has the highest freshman retention
rate of the six schools (87% ), and the highest six year graduation rate
(77% ). It is also the least diverse with a student population that is 98%
Caucasian. Ninety-nine percent of College F’s students are of younger
than 25, and along with College C and College D, more than 80% of
College F’s students live in college housing.
College F is the only one of the six colleges that showed an
overall decline (two percent) in student enrollment between 1975 and
1997. Enrollment fluctuated back and forth at around 1500, until
reaching a low of just under 1400 in 1988. Since 1988, enrollment at
College F has fluctuated between about 1450 and 1550, declining seven
percent in 1996 and two percent in 1997. Unofficial enrollment figures
in 2000 are similar to those of 1996, perhaps signaling a reverse in
declining enrollment. Overall, College F’s enrollment increased four
percent between 1988 and 1997.
Like many of the colleges in the larger sample, College F
combines prescribed courses with distribution requirements for its
general education curriculum. The distribution courses are fairly
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typical, with requirements in religion/philosophy, the sciences, social
sciences, humanities and fine arts, and a quantitative reasoning
requirement similar to College C’s. What makes College F’s general
education curriculum somewhat distinctive is its first year general
education requirements. Entering students complete a year long
interdisciplinary sequence structured around questions regarding the
nature of knowledge of humanity and the determination of human
values. Uniquely, the required English composition and oral
communication courses complement the interdisciplinary sequence,
with assignments in one corresponding with assignments in the other.
To continue the interdisciplinary nature of the first year, students are
also required to select one set of two linked courses that are taught
by faculty from at least two disciplines.
Between 1988 and 2000, College F introduced the first year and
linked course interdisciplinary components, as well as the quantitative
reasoning requirement. It also eliminated a number of courses, paring
its general education curriculum from 68 hours in 1988 to 48 hours in
2000. College F dropped its literature, foreign language, computer
literacy and religion requirements. It also restructured its distribution
requirements a bit, but for the most part this was simply cosmetic and
involved name changes (i.e. the social science distribution became
‘social thought and traditions’)
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Two persons at College F were interviewed: the Dean of the
College and the Dean of Admissions. Neither was able to suggest any
other person to interview.
What was most striking about College F was the difference of
opinion regarding general education’s role in recruiting and enrollment.
One person commented, “It plays an extraordinarily important role. ...
We think the new [general education] curriculum has been very
important in the making of this institution.” The other person,
acknowledging a likely disagreement, commented, “ [the role general
education plays is] probably very very little. I would be hard pressed to
cite how it would play any kind of a key role. It is not distinctive.” Both
individuals credited College F’s overall reputation with attracting
students, and one commented that the college also seems to attract
an unusually large proportion of alumni children.
Academic reputation is the primary reason College F revised its
general education curriculum. One person commented, “We lost our
way academically and about 15 years later made a serious attem pt at
curriculum revision.” Speaking about the former academic calendar
that had included a winter or January term, this individual commented,
“ J-term had become play te rm .... As a concept it just lost its way
academically.” College F looked to national general education reform to
revise its own general education curriculum. “We studied every national
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study. ... We looked at all the reforms and went to conferences.”
College F’s web site notes th at general education reform arose from a
desire to create an improved and more rigorous education. The better
and more rigorous education may be lost on College F’s students,
however. One of the administrators commented, "Over the last two or
three years the curriculum has improved. [The freshman
interdisciplinary sequence] is over the head of a lot of freshmen. A lot
of freshmen just don’t see it.” This person asserted that the primary
drawing card for College F is “that they [students] got a warm and
friendly welcome. They also like the cost and the distance from home,
or the majors.”
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